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SOCIALISM
The TUC has called a march and rally for 12 May under the slogan of a “new deal for working people”. There is
plenty to protest about.
The cuts since the 2008 crash are overwhelming. There has been a decline in real wages. The NHS has been brought to
its knees. At the start of May we heard that one million more children are growing up in poverty since 2010, due to inwork cuts in benefit.
Britain’s trade union movement will be a powerful partner for Labour in government, backing and fighting for policies
that will surely be under attack from the capitalists, and the media. That is why 12 May must be the starting point of our
trade unions gearing up for that government organisationally and politically.
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Certification officer
rejects Coyne claim
By Ann Field
In a decision announced on 4
May, the Certification Officer rejected a complaint by Gerard
Coyne that the General Secretary election conducted by
Unite the Union last year had
been in breach of the union’s
rulebook.
The election had been triggered
by incumbent General Secretary
Len McCluskey’s decision to resign – and then stand again.
When first elected as General
Secretary in 2010, McCluskey had
promised to be a “one-term-of-office-only” General Secretary. But
last April’s election was the third
time he contested the position. His
victory secured him a twelve-year
term of office in total.
McCluskey had claimed that his
decision to resign was for the good
of the union:
A General Secretary election
had to be held sooner or later; by
resigning early, McCluskey would
save the union money; it would
allow the General Secretary election to be held at the same time as
elections for the union’s National
Executive Council.
The right-wing challenger to
McCluskey was Gerard Coyne.
His was a particularly nasty campaign, targeted at the most passive
and most prejudiced sections of
the Unite membership.
Despite the resources McCluskey poured into his election
campaign, and despite the support he enjoyed from the Unite
“machine”, McCluskey won by
less than 6,000 votes on a 12%
turnout.
Coyne, Unite’s West Midlands
Regional Secretary, had been suspended from his job a week before
the election result was announced.
He was subsequently sacked by
Unite in June.
In one of several sets of legal
proceedings launched by Coyne
after the election, Coyne lodged a
complaint with the Certification
Officer that McCluskey had never
really resigned from the position
of General Secretary, and the election was therefore invalid.

A protest outside Unite HQ
The Certification Officer was a
creation of the 1974-79 Labour
government. Its function was
largely to check that only bona
fides trade unions could register
as trade unions. Over time, it has
become the policeman, the judge
and the jury presiding over the
trade union movement.
In a nutshell, Coyne’s argument
was: The rulebook allows an election to be held only if a General
Secretary retires, resigns or dies;
but McCluskey continued to exercise his General Secretary functions throughout the election
campaign; he had therefore not resigned from his position; the election was therefore invalid.
The Certification Officer rejected Coyne’s complaint: McCluskey had handed in his letter
of resignation in December of
2016; that counted as his resignation; McCluskey subsequently, so
to speak, was working off his notice.
A further Certification Officer
hearing will be held in June, dealing with Coyne’s nine other complaints about the conduct of last
year’s election.
These include: denial of access
to union databases to Coyne;
blocking Coyne’s attempts to raise
issues of alleged misuse of union
resources; harassment of Coyne
and his supporters by union employees; and illegal use by McCluskey of “robocalling”.
It is good that Coyne lost.
But the downside of Coyne’s
victory is that McCluskey will
feel emboldened to press ahead
with his clampdown on dissent
in Unite and his increasingly authoritarian top-down approach
to running what is, at least on
paper, a lay-member-led union.

NHS under resourcing in figures
By Gemma Short
Analysis by the Kings Fund has
found that the NHS has among
the lowest per capita numbers of
doctors, nurses and hospital
beds in the western world.
The figures, compiled from 21
countries by the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development show that only Poland has
fewer doctors and nurses than the
UK, while only Canada, Denmark

and Sweden have fewer hospital
beds.
The UK has 2.8 doctors per 1,000
people, while Austria has 5.1 doctors per 1,000 of population. The
UK has 7.9 nurses per 1,000 people,
while Switzerland has 18 nurses
per 1,000 people.
The Kings Fund concludes that
given the large discrepancy between the UK and other countries “A general picture emerges
that suggests the NHS is underresourced.”

Abbas and antisemitism
By Dale Street
In a speech to a meeting of the
Palestinian National Council held
in Ramallah last week, Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas claimed:
• Ashkenazi Jews were not descended from the original Israelites
and therefore had “no historical
ties” to Israel.
• Israel was conceived as a European project: European politicians
restricted Jewish immigration into
their own countries but encouraged
Jewish immigration to Israel. Israel
was “a colonial enterprise that has
nothing to do with Jewishness.”
• The Holocaust and earlier
waves of persecution of Jews were
not an expression of antisemitism
but occurred “because of their
(Jews’) social function (which) related to banks and interest.”
There does not appear to be an
English-language translation of
Abbas’s speech in full (which
would help clarify his reported
comments that Joseph Stalin was
Jewish and his subsequent correction that he meant Karl Marx). But
there is no dispute that Abbas
made the above claims.
Dressed up as profound historical insights, and given a superficial
gloss of “authenticity” by citing
“three Jewish Zionist writers” as
the source of his claims, Abbas’s

comments were in
fact straightforward
antisemitic
statements.
Labour’s shadow
Foreign
Secretary,
Emily Thornberry,
who was present at
the meeting, was
therefore right to
condemn his comments:
“It is deeply regrettable that … President Abbas made these antisemitic
remarks about the history of the
Jewish community in Europe
which were not just grossly offensive, but utterly ignorant.”

RESPONSE

But Abbas’s comments also triggered
a
response
of
“whataboutery”.
Writing in the Israeli newspaper
Haaretz, Gideon Levy challenged
the demand that Abbas apologise
for his comments on the basis that
Israel had never apologised for the
Nakba.
More validly, Levy pointed to the
Israeli government’s double standards: It denounced Abbas’s antisemitic comments, but has
remained silent on the consistent
and overt antisemitism of rightwing political leaders in power in
Eastern Europe.
Of course, the right-wing Likud-

led Israeli government is using
Abbas’s comments to promote its
own political agenda, one which involves denying Palestinians a state
of their own. But that does not
make Abbas’s comments any less
antisemitic and less worthy of condemnation.
At the same time, Abbas’s comments – on which he has form: in
his doctoral dissertation of 1982
Abbas claimed that the Holocaust
was the product of Nazi-Zionist
collaboration, and that it was a
“myth” that six million Jews had
been murdered – should not be allowed to detract from the justness
of the Palestinian cause.
The politics of Palestinian political leaders like Abbas do not
invalidate the right of Palestinians to an independent Palestinian state, any more than the
politics of Israel’s Likud government invalidate the right of Israel
to exist.

Precarious workers May Day
By Kelly Rogers
On May Day, a coalition of unions
and campaigns, each organising
precarious workers, came together to celebrate and take action.
Bringing together workers from
BECTU, United Voices of the World
(UVW), Independent Workers
union of Great Britain (IWGB), the
Bakers’ Union and Unite, as well as
campaigners and activists from
Women’s Strike, Labour Campaign
for Free Movement, Workers’ Liberty, Another Europe is Possible,
and Plan C, among others, the bloc
coalesced around four demands:
An end to exploitative contracts
and poverty pay — guaranteed
hours and enough money to live a
decent life. Every worker deserves
at least a Living Wage!
Free movement and migrants’
rights — the penalty for standing
up to your boss should not be deportation.
The decriminalisation of sex
work — give us the right to organise for better conditions.
An end to trade union victimisation and repeal of the anti-union
laws.
The precarious workers’ bloc
took part in the main May Day
rally in Trafalgar Square, before

marching to a number of workplaces, where employers are in dispute with their workers, to protest
and rally.
We visited the Ministry of Justice,
where UVW members are balloting
for strike action and demanding a
Living Wage; Kings College London, where IWGB members are demanding to be brought in-house;
Picturehouse
Central,
where
BECTU members have been striking for almost two years for a Living Wage, sick pay and union
recognition; TGI Fridays, where
Unite members have just voted

100% in favour of strike action over
stolen tips; and McDonald’s, where
BFAWU members are fighting for
£10 an hour.
The bloc was intended, firstly, as
a celebration of these struggles and
a show of solidarity between workers of different unions. We are one
movement and one fight!
The strapline of United Voices
of the World union is “no longer
invisible!”, and the bloc successfully served to place the migrant,
young and low-paid workers
front and centre of activity on the
day.
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Rewind Labour’s policy on Europe
By Martin Thomas
Labour right-winger Chuka
Umunna is using European issues as a device for self-promotion and to bash Corbyn, but on
the Single Market he is right.
It will be abject if Labour ends up
using its votes in the Commons to
save the Tory government on a possible pro-Single-Market amendment which will be debated in the
House of Lords on 8 May and may
be backed by enough Tory rebels to
defeat May unless Labour gives her
its votes.
The Single Market means free
movement of workers and free
movement of trade, through a
more-or-less common set of regulations, across Europe. There are Single Market rules which the labour
movements of Europe, acting together, should seek to change, but

the basic scheme of the Single Market is better than barriers, customs
posts, and barbed-wire fences separating the peoples of Europe.
Umunna is most concerned for
free movement of trade, and

smooth supply chains for bosses
based in Britain. In fact, he and his
co-thinkers are anxious to explain
that there are tricks and tweaks
which could be used to limit free
movement of workers even inside

Wake up for anti-fascists

the Single Market.
For us as socialists, on the contrary, freedom of movement for
people, and the easing of workers’
unity across borders, is the chief
principle. We prefer, of course, to
have smooth supply chains for factories rather than blocked-up ones,
but for us that is secondary.
The Labour leaders’ position is
evasive. The 2017 Labour manifesto
called for “a strong emphasis on retaining the benefits of the Single
Market and the Customs Union”.
To this day no-one has explained
what cunning scheme they might
have to get the benefits of the Single Market... other than the Single
Market itself, with of course due
amendment.
It’s as if someone tells you that
they want the benefits of taking the
bus to work, but by mysterious
scheme other than the actual bus.

2010:

3.1 million children of working parents
now in relative poverty

By Simon Nelson
The May 6 “free speech” rally by
various parts of the far-right
should be a wake-up call to the
left, labour and antifascist movement.
4,000 racists were able to gather
in Whitehall following the life ban
from Twitter of Tommy Robinson,
former EDL leader and probably
the UK far-rights most well known
figure.
The main counter protest organised by the SWP fronts Stand up to
Racism and Unite Against Fascism
was probably only 200 strong. The
demo found itself attacked early on
by members of Democratic Football
Lads Alliance. Without the police
presence it is likely the far-right
would have been able to drive the
protest off the street.
The difference with this rally,
compared to those of the EDL in
the past, or those of smaller fascist
organisations like the National
Front or National Action, was the
level of respectability this was accorded. The demonstration was
backed by Arron Banks, the chief
financier of Leave.EU, and was addressed by UKIP leader Gerard
Batten.
Alongside the more established
sections of the British far-right were
supporters of Generation Identity
and the Alt-right. A number of
young people were there with Kekistan flags, Don’t Tread on Me tshirts and Trump, “Make America
Great Again” hats.
Robinson is reported as saying,”The people of this country
have been silenced for 20-30 years
with the tag of racists. They have
managed to silence people so that

Labour has shifted a bit from the
2017 manifesto on the Customs
Union, on which the Tories are also
in trouble. Now Labour says that it
wants Britain to remain in the Customs Union (or at least “a” Customs Union, but it is hardly likely
that one separate from the Union
evolved over decades in Europe
will pop up).
Scared of the reaction from proBrexit voters, Labour said flatly in
the 2017 manifesto that “freedom of
movement will end when we leave
the European Union”. Labour comments in the wake of Windrush
have softened that nasty statement,
but not reversed.
As the Tories get deeper into
trouble, socialists should work
on rewinding and redressing
Labour’s stance, starting with
freedom of movement.

2018:

Figures from TUC: bit.ly/2rsSXoh

2.1m in relative poverty in 2010

3.1m in relative poverty in 2018

No to an even more
tiered HE system!
they are too scared to speak up
when they see things that are
wrong.
“They now realise that that tag is
dead: no one cares anymore with
being labelled racists”.
The near-destruction of UKIP in
the local elections means they are
now looking for a new base to
build on. As has been common on
the far-right, when a movement is
in decline it goes further to the
right. Gerard Batten claimed that
an “alliance of the far left and big
international business” was behind
“political correctness” was promoting a “globalist system controlled
by an elite”. The UKIP leadership
has tried to avoid antisemitic tropes
but it seems now that such talk is
deemed
acceptable.
Milo
Yiannopolous used the platform to
attack feminists, while “counterjihad” and For Britain leader Anne
Marie Waters used the platform to
rant against both Islam and “cultural Marxism.”

The counter protest, as well as
being low on numbers, was low on
strategy and ideas. Boxed in about
30 metres from the main protest,
we could do little about the march.
Self-indulgent chants of “Nazi
scum off our streets” and “Shoot
yourself like Adolf Hitler” will
have little impact in defeating the
far-right politically.
UAF at one time could command
very large demonstrations with
broad support, including from LibDems. This demonstration was almost solely made up of the left, and
was very heavily dominated by
members of the SWP. The lack of
support should be a concern for the
left in general, even those like us
who are highly critical of the SWP’s
continued popular frontism.
Anti-fascists need to have serious conversations about how
we can respond to the growing
far-right street movement, both
politically and in the streets.

By a Cambridge UCU
activist
In the wake of the new Higher
Education review, we are once
again hearing suggestions that
Oxford and Cambridge should
declare themselves independent, thereby allowing them to set
their own tuition fees.
A tiered fee system was one of
the many market conditions for
which the Teaching Excellence
Framework (TEF) sought to lay
foundations.
This is not the only front on
which such whispers have formed.
The pensions dispute between the
University and College Union
(UCU) and Universities UK (UUK)
has similarly raised the possibility
of Oxford and Cambridge breaking
away from the Universities Superannuation Scheme to set up their
own, more secure pension schemes,
thereby luring academic staff from
other institutions.

Both examples would only make
competition to generate profits replace any understanding of education as a public good in its own
right. A tiered fee system would
place elite institutions even further
out of reach for most than they are
already. Likewise, if Oxford and
Cambridge form independent pension schemes, it will make their disproportionate role in what could
quite possibly be the demise of the
USS especially damning.
Our comrades in France have
shown us what an energised resistance to a tiered university system
looks like, with mass student occupations and demonstrations, linked
with broader workers’ struggles
against attempts of the market to
encroach upon the public sector.
If any such whispers about Oxford and Cambridge become
concrete proposals, then we as
student and education worker
activists should follow the bold
example of our French counterparts.
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France: “all together, all at once!”
Olivier Delbeke reports on the
movement against French President
Macron’s attacks on transport,
education and public services.
On the student front, the waltz of police
interventions continues, with a violent attack by the cops in Grenoble on the campus there, to chase away blockaders, who
were trying to prevent end-of-year exams
from being held. The cops gassed and
battered not only strikers but also students who were trying to sit their tests.
The degree of police violence on campuses
is determined by two factors.
Firstly, a weak level of mass organisation
resulting from the retreat of UNEF after 2006,
and so difficulties in launching and building
mass movements at a time when people can’t
get together peacefully in general assemblies
or take over lecture theatres by night. This
limitation prevents the necessary discussions
which could allow the movement to mature
and expand.
University managers are generally in
favour of subjecting universities to neoliberal
mutations, and aren’t inclined to show generosity towards the students. They are doing
everything that they can to hobble the movement and don’t hesitate to call the police, as
is their legal power, every time.
Since the Easter holidays (late April), there
has been a to-and-fro of universities coming
back into action, and others which have quietly returned to their exams following police
interventions.
A few universities stand out: Rennes 2,
Toulouse-Le Mirail, Paris-8-Vincennes (StDenis, … Even the ENS, the Ecole Normale
Supérieure, a temple of higher-education elitism, has been touched by the mobilisation, albeit sporadically and temporarily.

On 22 May, the first effects of the new Parcoursup admissions system will make themselves felt, with the first unis responding to
attempts by young people to sign up to bachelor’s degree courses. We can expect that tens
of thousands of young people and their families will have every reason to get angry,
when faced with the muddle of this new system which is designed to leave tens of thousands of young people on the scrapheap.

RAILWAY UNION

The big event is the meeting at Matignon
of the railworkers’ union federations with
the Prime Minister Edouard Philippe.
The unions didn’t want to carry on talking
with the Transport Minister, and demanded
this meeting. It has emerged that Philippe is
not offering any more than his minister.
So the strike will go on. The political problem is that it cannot remain isolated, and
other sectors must join the struggle, on their
demands, against the government’s policy:
“all together, all at once!” .
On the weekend of 5-6 May the bosses and
government suffered a further shock in a referendum organised by the CEO of Air
France, which was intended to stump the
unions, who had been engaged in a week’slong fight for an immediate 6% pay increase.
The CEO offered an immediate 2% increase
and 5% staggered over four years. He
pledged to resign if the offer was rejected by
workers. With 55% voting against, on an 80%
turnout, the CEO’s blackmail failed and he
will resign.
The attempt to set the Air France workers
against pilots, who were portrayed as privileged and well-off, failed. All grades of workers (pilots, stewards, engineers, cleaners, etc.)
united to demand what was theirs after several years of wage stagnation. Despite the

blackmail from the company that says the
firm is in danger, the workers are holding
firm and this is very bad news for Macron.
22 May will also be the moment of a national strike of civil servants, called by all the
civil service trade unions, even the CFDT and
the UNSA! The stakes of the movement are
clear: the government wants to dynamite the
civil service between now and 2022, by destroying civil servants’ special employment
rights; by recruiting workers on insecure contracts; by bringing about a performancebased pay regime instead of any general
increase in pay; restricting institutions that
represent workers by fusing CHSCT [health
and safety committees] with Technical Committees]; and by reducing the remit of parity
commissions which deal with promotions
and career progression.
Finally, Macron wants to cut 120,000 civil
service jobs by 2022, and is making them offers to induce them to leave.
On the pretext of a slight reduction in unemployment, the government has just announced its intention to cut 4,000 jobs in Pôle
Emploi [job centres].
On 14 June, the trade union federations organising pensioners will put on new demonstrations against the rise in the CSG [national
insurance contributions], which is hitting all
pensions, small and large; and also to demand an increase in pensions. This mobilisation also raises the need for better funding for
hospitals and sheltered accommodation for
older people.
In the post office, there are battles against
closures, sackings or increased workload and
against repression from bosses. The most famous case of the latter is that of the secretary
of the 92 SUD Postal Workers’ union branch,
Gael Quirante, who was sacked for trade
union activity by the Minister for Labour

Developing slowly, but we can oust Macron
LETTER

The article on May Day Strikes in France
(Solidarity 468) contains a slip on the nature of 1 May in France.
Since Marshal Pétain in 1941, 1 May has
been a Festival of Labour, in place of the International Workers’ Day of struggle, and
this remained the case at Liberation. It is a
paid day off. Workers’ class consciousness
can be measured by whether or not they attend the union demonstrations on 1 May,
which is a day of paid leave.
Except sectors where there is year-round
activity (hospitals, transport, firefighters,
food, hospitality, cinema, entertainment), the
question of strikes isn’t posed.
We must underline the fact that in Paris,
following the provocative acts of the Black
Blocs, which were completely instrumentalised by the police and the Ministry of the
Interior, the union demonstration was almost cut into pieces, by the riot police (CRS).
Happily, led by a CGT bloc hailing from a
banlieue, the march found its way and was
able to take an alternative route to its intended end point, Place d’Italie. It was
strange to demonstrate in peace over several
kilometres, without seeing a single cop or
provocateur!
During the most intense confrontations
generated by the Black Blocs and the police,
the central leadership of the demonstrations
completely lost control and stopped leading
anything at all! Happily, teams of workplace

activists stuck together and stopped a catastrophe which would have helped the government.
The article might have referred to the police pressure on mobilisations in the universities, which was designed to stop general
assemblies being held, as well as occupations. For the government, it is a matter of
extending to universities such regime which
has operated in further education colleges
(lycées) for ten years. One of the present priorities is the construction of a mass union
movement in the universities and colleges
alike, to defend the right of everyone to
study, to get a good qualification and a broad
critical culture.
The student organisation UNEF, whose
last big win was the mobilisation against the
CPE in 2006, has fallen back a long way from
its high point. FAGE, a kind of appendix of
the [pro-social-partnership] CFDT union
federation) has greater influence.
Witness the scandal documented by journalists at Le Monde and Libération, of a system
of sexual predation by the “big leaders”
against “mere grassroots activists”. This was
also very widespread in the Mouvement des
Jeunes Socialists [the youth wing of Hollande’s Socialist Party] during the same period (2006 to 2014) and it illustrates a very
low level of consciousness at the top of the
organisations of youth, which are in general
populated by young people who are (very
much) revolted by injustice, oppression, and
exploitation...
The article also mentions the NPA initia-

tive of a unity meeting on 30 April in Place
de la République. Even though it went in the
right direction, and took in participants from
a number of political groups and parties
(PCF, Ensemble, GDS, PCOF, Nouvelle
Donne,
Générations,
Socialisme
et
République …), this initiative only brought
together 300 participants.
The article states that the NPA is calling for
united strike action to beat and remove
Macron. But unfortunately, while the NPA is
calling for Macron to be beaten when it
comes to the question of removing him, the
NPA’s attitude is far from clear. It depends
on who you speak to! The NPA is not thinking in terms of a battle for a workers’ government, or in terms of a battle to build
working-class political representation.
This article gives a rather too one-sided vision of the situation, which might lead one
to believe that everything is easy. Macron’s
policies are generating a wave of social discontent, which for the moment is all the
slower, because of its depth.
The political task of the moment is to
avoid the movement dispersing, to facilitate
the mobilisations coming together, “all together, all at once!”, and to build this movement of resistance by an implacable
opposition to all of Macron’s politics.
We must refuse “social dialogue” and
by preparing the unity of the movement,
centred on the need to get rid of Macron.
Olivier Delbeke, Paris

himself!
Everywhere, there is a certain ferment. The
political problem is to avoid it getting diluted. The problem is one of bringing about
unity to get rid of Macron as quickly as possible. And that itself raises a series of problems.
The congress of the Force ouvrière (FO)
trade union saw a massive rejection of the
outgoing general secretary, Jean-Claude
Mailly, who openly collaborated with
Macron over decrees against the Labour
Code. And this needs to be translated into
real engagement by FO in national united
cross-sectoral actions.
In the CGT, the problem takes the form of
statements by general secretary Martinez,
saying “the CGT doesn’t want to get rid of
Macron, it doesn’t do politics, it wants to
show its independence”.
Real trade union independence doesn’t
consist in saying that you don’t do politics:
it’s doing everything to help workers win
their demands, regardless of their impact on
the longevity or fragility of the government.
There are obstacles to the movement taking
off, as well. This was expressed very frankly
by François Ruffin, the France Insoumise
deputy for the Somme, following the demonstration on 5 May in Paris which brought together between 40,000 and 100,000 people
aiming to “give Macron a slap”: “it isn’t
about getting rid of him”.
This de-prioritisation of “getting rid of
him” manifests itself in a certain number of
political, trade union and civil society organisations are to meet following a call by Attac
and the Fondation Copernic [leftwing think
tank] on 26 May, when they are expected to
issue a call for a “people’s tide to rise against
Macron”. The final decision will be taken on
16 May, and will come to a conclusion on the
form: national demonstration in Paris or decentralised marches in all towns and cities.
For now, the CGT, SUD, the PCF, the NPA,
Ensemble, GDS, the PCOF [Hoxhaist] and
others will take part.
In the meantime, the [Lambertiste] Democratic Independent Workers’ Party (POID) is
calling for a demonstration marking 50 years
since the 13 May 1968 demonstration whose
main slogan was “De Gaulle, ten years, that’s
enough!” under the slogan: “Macron, one
year, that’s enough” and “unite to get rid of
him”.
It is a shame that the POID didn’t try to
seriously expand its initiative by addressing the strikers of 22 March and 19 April
or the demonstrators of 1 and 5 May, instead sending formal invitations to ill-attended meetings. But all the ingredients
are there for this orientation to succeed.
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The new deal we want: socialism!
The TUC has called a march and rally for
12 May under the slogan of a “new deal
for working people”. There is plenty to
protest about.
The cuts since the 2008 crash are overwhelming. There has been a decline in real
wages. The NHS has been brought to its
knees. At the start of May we heard that one
million more children are growing up in
poverty since 2010, due to in-work cuts in
benefit.
Britain’s trade union movement will be a
powerful partner for Labour in government,
backing and fighting for policies that will
surely be under attack from the capitalists,
and the media. That is why 12 May must be
the starting point of our trade unions gearing
up for that government organisationally and
politically.
The TUC’s demands for the demonstration
are Labour demands and are good, as far as
they go: fund the NHS and public services,
ban zero-hours contracts, up the minimum
wage to £10 per hour, repeal the Trade Union
Act and crack down on tax dodgers. But do
these demands amount to a “new deal”?
If the TUC were even to amplify Labour’s
existing policies, for a more redistributive tax
system and to renationalise the railways and

some utilities, it would have a more coherent
message.
In fact, to be able to get a real grip on economic life currently mired in capitalist profiteering, the TUC and Labour need more
radical economic measures such as wholesale
nationalisation of the big six energy companies, under workers’ control, and bringing
high finance under public ownership and
democratic control.
We need socialist policies, geared to replacing profit as the motor of economic life by
working-class democracy and principles of
social solidarity.
To achieve a minimum wage and ban zerohours contracts, trade unions need to be
doing much more organising in those workplaces that are currently unorganised, where
workers are hyper-exploited.
The big, still powerful, trade unions need
to turn outwards, learning from the example
of the Bakers’ Union organising McDonald’s
workers, and of smaller unions which have
organised cleaners, delivery workers, security guards and others, often migrant workers.
Scrapping the Trade Union Act will help,
2017 Labour conference to scrap the older
anti-union laws pushed through by Thatcher

Fight for workers’ rights
In 1997, shortly before winning the general election, Tony Blair boasted in an interview with the Daily Mail (26 March
1997) that Britain “would still have the
most restrictive union laws in the Western world” with Labour in power.
That remained true until Labour lost office in 2010, but since then the law have become more restrictive.
The restrictions around ballots, picketing,
solidarity action, political funds, and others, means the potential of our unions is
shackled. Employers have taken advantage
of that.
According to the Institute of Employment Rights: “On average British workers
work more hours per week, more days per
year, more years before they retire, after
which they receive lower levels of pension
than most of their European counterparts...
“The CEOs of British companies earn a
far higher multiple of their workers’ average earnings than in any other European
state. Britain has a higher proportion of socalled ‘self-employed’ workers, and of
workers doing agency work, temporary
work, on zero-hours contracts, and parttime workers who want full-time work.
“British workers have less entitlement to
redundancy pay, sick pay, and maternity
pay than most European workers.”
Figures from the Resolution Foundation
show that in 1977 wages for the bottom half
of workers got £16 of every £100 of value
generated by workers’ labour. By 2010 that
figure had fallen to £12. Of the remainder
in 2010, £39 went to the top half of employees (some to better-paid workers, some to
salaried bosses); £11 was paid by employers
in the form of social contributions (so
largely filtered through to workers); and an
increasing slice, £39, went to businesses and
owners in the form of profits (bit.ly/res-fd).
Over the same period, the share of national income taken by the top 10 per cent
of salary-earners increased from £12 per

£100 of GDP to £14. With bonus payments
included, the bottom half’s take fell from
£12 to £10, and the top 10 per cent’s take
rose from £14 to £16.
Countries with high union membership
tend to have lower levels of inequality.
Trade union members tend to have higher
pay than non-union members. Given the
freedom to organise, workers can and will
push back against employers and the government. Securing (and defending) a better
deal for workers means giving us that freedom.
In 2015 Labour Party conference voted
unanimously for a motion committing the
next Labour government to “legislate for
strong rights to unionise, win recognition
and collective bargaining, strike, picket and
take solidarity action.” Labour Party conference in 2017 went further and committed
Labour to “repeal the Trade Union Act and
anti-union laws introduced in the 1980s
and 90s”. But too often Labour is silent on
these policies, or front bench MPs contradict them.
Has our movement quietly accepted
these chains will stay? A conversation is urgently needed about not only the effect of
the restrictions, and how to maintain union
organisation despite them, but also about
how to get rid of them. We need to discuss
now what we want the next Labour government to do, and organise to hold them
to account.
Workers′ Liberty is supporting an initiative by trade union activists associated with The Clarion magazine to get
that conversation going. Get your union
branch or Labour Party to support the
Free Our Unions statement.
• The Free Our Unions statement:
bit.ly/free-tu
• Other resources and articles:
bit.ly/clar-tu
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(see box).
Despite all that is
good about the
TUC event, it lacks
ambition. Fundamentally that is because
union
members have not
nearly
enough
power over deciding the unions’ political priorities.
The left needs to
fight for: greater
rank-and-file control, for unions
which are organised by lay people
who share members’ experience of
low wages and
tough workplace
conditions,
for
unions where the
top elected officials
get a worker’s
wage, not the managerial-type salaries
The TUC should campaign on more radical economic policies such as
taken by Unite
renationalising the big six energy companies.
leader Len McCluskey (£140,000
ing, not ignoring, our fellow workers from
in 2014) or Frances O’Grady (£152,000).
the EU who need us to carry on fighting
Labour’s policy confusion and economic
for freedom of movement. Including poor
gloom over the prospect of Brexit is becomand undocumented migrants who are
ing a politically debilitating factor. Our
being squeezed out of access to public
movement sorely needs to raise its game.
services.
More than ever we need trade unions that
want to organise across the entire workingclass.
Including the sick and the disabled and
Solidarity 470 will be published on
unemployed who are suffering the devasWednesday 23 May.
tating effects of Universal Credit. Includ-

21-24 June

Birkbeck College, London
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Challenges of a Labour government stream: The Corbyn road to
socialism?; The left in government: lessons from history; Can we stop
Brexit? What should Labour do on crime and policing?; Reimagining local
government; Fighting the anti-union laws; and more
Sessions also include: Is socialism incompatible with human nature?; How
do revolutionary socialists organise; The global fight for women’s rights,
with speakers from the London Irish Abortion Rights Campaign and the
South Asia Solidarity Group; The new New Unionism with the Labour Days
podcast; Animation behind the Iron Curtain; Socialists and the gun
control debate; Revolt in the degree factories: the UCU strike and student
solidarity; The legacy of Stephen Hawking ...and more.

Book your ticket online today at www.workersliberty.org/ideas
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Fake news hurts the left
By Keith Road
Red London is a Stalinist meme Facebook
page and Twitter account which spreads
fake news about Trotskyists and others on
the left whom they don’t like.
Founded some time in 2015 Red London is
a clique of individuals in Labour and Momentum, including some involved in the hostile takeover of Lewisham Momentum last
month. The people who organise around Red
London have a constellation of social media
outlets for their bile, platforms which selectively and strategically share content, including Red London, London Young Left
(formerly the voice of London Momentum
Youth and Students before the group was
shut down by Jon Lansman for its bullying
behaviour), and the blog Check Their Minutes, dedicated to spreading lies about Workers’ Liberty and bullying people who work
with us.
They are, for now, a small band, but if they
are not challenged their toxic politics will
grow. This briefing is to inform the left about
their methods and politics.
Red London admins hide behind their online anonymity. Nonetheless it is an open secret that the content is produced and heavily
shared by a rag-tag bunch of former Trotskyists and anarchists, some of whom are mostly
interested in climbing their way through the
ranks of the trade union and Labour Party
bureaucracy.
On one level Red London has simply captured and spread a social-media-generated
market in Stalinist iconography.
On another they feed on the political fashion for “fake news” — wild and slanderous
attacks on political opponents. On another
level they often promote reactionary social
conservatism (see below). They are behind
the one fingered #vigilance salute beloved of
many young Momentum members, who
raise it as an identification with an “in group”
and to signal support for clearing out “Trotskyists” from the movement.
But the actual political line of Red London
is not easy to pin down. They have a hatred
of “liberals”, “Trots”, and “identity politics”
without ever really defining what these
things are. In practice the politics they most
often promote are those of the Communist
Party of Britain and its mouthpiece the Morning Star, a paper which in fact often reflects
established labour movement orthodoxy.
Red London’s special technique is to promote that orthodoxy as an insurgent force
through getting well-produced “edgy” content widely-shared. Following the line of
Labour’s right, Red London says Trotskyism,
(and the AWL in particular) have been allowed to run rampant in the labour movement for too long. They also denounce the
“cranks” and “wreckers” anyone who dares
to criticise anything about Labour’s leadership.
In part, this paranoia is driven by the
right’s witch-hunt, but the singling out of
“Trot sects” for expulsion has now spread
widely on the left, though this purge mentality would have been anathema to Labour leftists until very recently.
Red London has been helped to gain influence by the involvement of some of its admins in the Kurdish solidarity movement.
Ironically, Plan C, another political current
heavily active in the Kurdish movement, is
regularly attacked by these left fake newsers.

1. A Red London supporter gives the #vigilance salute, while holding 1940s Stalinist propaganda — “Clear out Hitler’s Agents”
2. A tweet based on the lies and slander from Red London and the constellation of associated blogs and social media
3. A post celebrating 25,000 likes for the page on Stalin’s birthday in 2017.
Sectarian divisions aside, Red London behave like conspiracy theorists everywhere.
They vacillate wildly between the belief that
Trots are everywhere and that we are utterly
irrelevant. The overall effect is to whip up
hostility to alternative ideas, debate and discussion.
In its online methods RL acts much like the
alt-lite does, promoting views in ways that
are confrontational and superficially appear
transgressive or shocking. They push hardStalinist politics, but because they do it via a
meme page it can be characterised as “just a
bit of a joke”. And jokes are there to push
boundaries, right? Anyone who dares challenges RL’s content is heaped with abuse, can
be told to get a sense of humour, or finds their
own comments posted or twisted and then
posted on the page as a meme.

ALT-LITE

In a sympathetic blog piece which mentions Red London, Robert Maisey backs
up this point. He talks about how the altlite are able to use Pepe, a green cartoon
frog, to make deadly serious political
points. Memes are jokes, but not all jokes
are just jokes.
As the comedian Stewart Lee routine goes,
“just a joke, like on Top Gear”. Maisey, defending Red London points out that, “Arguing with Pepe makes you look both
sanctimonious and idiotic in equal measure.”
But as Maisey goes onto say about Pepe, “it
became increasingly clear that Pepe was
clearing the ground for a much deeper, more
radical politics. Whether or not the original
milieu of 4chan users who incubated the culture of the alt-right ever intended it to develop in the way that it did is still very much
up for debate, if such a disparate, nihilistic
community could ever have a unified set of
intentions at all”.
Red London is not the vehicle for a more
radical politics but it is certainly a vehicle for
a certain kind of nihilism for people who
have no moral boundaries. More regularly it
is a vehicle for advocating a conservative
labour movement, one which does not engage in debate or self-criticism, but is stuck
in a rut of tired routinism, deference to bureaucracy and sustaining positions for
cliques and careerists.
It reflects an outlook shared by the Stalinist

left and the Blairite right. It was Jack Straw
who described the linkage in two infamous
letters to the Independent in 2004 while Home
Secretary in Blair’s government. “Whatever
other frailties I may have (many), I have been
consistent in my opposition to Trotskyism
and the false consciousness it engenders. (I
was first taught to spot a Trot at 50 yards in
1965 by Mr Bert Ramelson, Yorkshire industrial organiser of the Communist Party.)” He
goes onto say, “Quiz question: Name a successful Trotskyist government (or revolution,
for that matter).”
Almost verbatim Straw’s words have been
repeated by Red London. Jack Straw’s move
from Stalinist to Blairite apparatchik was not
that difficult, because many of the methods
are the same — shutting off of debate, getting
a job in the bureaucracy and witch hunting
Trotskyists.
Some of RL’s most loyal fellow travellers
can be found in the transport workers’ union,
the RMT. Where it appears, it provides a case
study for the right-wing/Stalinist culture.
The worst of RMT political culture reflects
a social conservatism, appearing as a supposed rejection of identity politics. This goes
alongside a macho culture that promotes ignorance about social oppression as a virtue.
Red London produces content, apparently
without irony, which promotes a form of
identity politics! The identity they laud is that
of an entirely fictitious working-class person
who is white, male, a manual worker with
lots of swagger. This worker has no time for
“namby-pamby” identity politics, presented
as the preserve of students and middle-class
rad-libs (radical liberals).
For the Red Londoner identity politics is
not wrong because it may reject class struggle
politics, but because it cares about other oppressions. To do that is a middle-class affectation. LGBT politics, feminism, a critical
attitude to the state machinery including
crime and punishment, are all things that
should be ignored, erased or regarded as
anathema in the name of “normal people” or
the “silent majority”. (Spot the similarities between this worldview and that of e.g. UKIP.)
That misogyny is a core idea can be seen
from the way they championed the Zhenotdel, the Soviet Communist Party’s Women’s
Department, in its high Stalinist phase when
it did such things as ban abortion. Or this
#reditorial claiming that the Soviet ideal for

women was progressive, that is, “...women
were shown as broad shouldered, wide
hipped [all the better for bearing children],
and powerfully muscular. Looking exactly as
socialism expected them to: like comrades
who toiled in the factories and fields side by
side with men! In overalls, hair bobbed, or in
uniform with a rifle in their hands.”

TRUTH

The cultural effect of the internet is an
issue here that we need to think about.
Red London’s methods come straight from
the 1930s but are now harnessed to the way
the internet works; as Martin Thomas noted
in Solidarity 464, “True stories rarely [reach]
more than 1000 people through retweeting;
the top 1% of false-news tweet-cascades [get]
to 10,000 or more.”
Internet methods (anonymity, a lack of requirement to provide evidence) work well
with “behind the scenes” methods. In the
run-up to the Lewisham Momentum meeting
where committee elections were due to be
contested (see bit.ly/2K5Cf5h) we were subjected to a whispering campaign which included being accused, ludicrously, of being
in the pay of the Israeli state.
The content of the particular campaign
against the AWL and the people we work
with is as bad as it can be. One Lewisham
Labour activist tweeted about the AWL:
“[they are] an antisemitic, rape-apologist,
paedophilia-supporting, islamophobic, and
transphobic cult of current and expelled exLabour members.” Such baseless labelling reflects a lack of morals, because it has real
world consequences for AWL supporters, especially those of us who are parents, grandparents, social workers, health workers,
teachers and community workers.
That there is an appetite for lies and slander reflects the world we live in, but it has no
place in the labour movement and on the left.
Right now Red London are able to hide in the
shadows, because they are protected by the
indifference of people in the Labour Party
who know what their game. We need to clean
up the left stand up to the bullying culture
that defines Red London.
Fundamentally, a left that is able to debate and discuss differences is the only
antidote to the nihilism and poison of Red
London.
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Brazil: the snare of short-cuts
CHALLENGES OF A LABOUR
GOVERNMENT
Brazilian socialist Andressa Alegre
spoke to Solidarity about the
experience with the governments led
by the Brazilian Workers’ Party (PT)
between 2003 and 2016
The PT, was founded during the military
dictatorship, in the conflict against the
dictatorship of 1964-85.
It came out of the union movement, mostly
in Sao Paolo, and the steelworkers’ union.
Lula, the first PT Federal President, came fro
the steelworkers’ union..
It was a very radical party. In 1988 it said
that the way to end Brazil’s external debt was
to nationalise the banks and Brazil’s mineral
wealth.
It promised to do a big land reform.
Between the time the party started in the
1980s and when it first formed a government
in 2003, it lost a lot of its basic politics. The
ideology of the party became more and more
washed-out, and when it was elected, it was
on the basis of a slogan like “Hope will defeat
fear”.
Even then in 2003 people expected land reform: the movement of landless workers was
a really big thing in Brazil. They expected an
end to corruption, which was very much a
legacy of the military dictatorship, and taxation of the rich to build a welfare state.
During the PT government about 20 million people came out of extreme poverty.
Many workers previously “informal” gained
formal employment status.
Lula expanded massively the Bolsa Familia, a benefits system which gives a certain
amount of money to families depending on
how much money they have, the only condition being that their children attend school.
That was very popular.
Lula was more popular at the end of his
administration, in 2011, than when he got in,
which almost never happens. Resentments
built up on the right. You hear people saying,
“you can’t find the help any more” (about
domestic servants).
Because of the kind of government that we
have, even though the PT had the biggest
number of seats in the chamber of deputies,
Lula had to make various forms of coalitions
with different parties, including the PMDB,
which was a kind of official opposition party
under the dictatorship.
The government was able to do all this because of favourable economic conditions and
making favourable deals with big landowners.
It had money to spend on benefit systems;
but also made deals with big landowners.
The landless workers’ movement MST still
protects the PT, but says that the PT government was not good for land reforms.
Inside the PT, the internal life is not great.
An internal web-forum was set up to discuss
the PT’s policy, and then there were fewer
meetings. Activists are no longer responsible
for political campaigning, which has been
outsourced to private companies. The PT
now only exists in industrial life, or industrial

politics in the union movement. It is much
less active on the streets.
There was still opposition from some
groups like the PSOL, which was a split, and
the PSTU. Other parts of the left like the
Communist Party had electoral coalitions
with the PT and weren’t doing much at the
grassroots.
I don’t know if the PT label themselves as
“anti-Stalinists” but they see themselves as a
more liberal, socialist alternative to the Communist Party.
The economic crisis from 2014, made it
harder for the government to conciliate the
ruling class with reforms. Yet the left is really
disorganised.
In 2013 we had really big demonstrations
in Brazil, which were politically brainless.
They called for better education and better
healthcare, but they lacked the organisation
to make a programme, or to criticise the government, or hold them to account instead of
trying to throw out. Those two things together made Dilma Rousseff’s popularity fall
massively.

CRISIS

The crisis made it much more difficult for
the government to conciliate the needs of
the ruling class and the working class.
The massive unrest was not channelled by
the left. The left was not organised to do that.
The demonstrations became more and
more right wing and were led, especially in
big cities, by the MBL movement, which is
like the “Free Brazil” movement, a “neitherright-nor-left”, “new-politics” type of alliance. The decline of the PT also left a
vacuum in communities which was often
filled by communalism and/or by Evangelical Christians, who have grown a lot and become a really big political power.
The current leading candidate for the next
Presidential election is a right-wing evangelical Christian.
The lessons for Labour should be: don’t sell
out your principles in order to get into government. It is better to take the “long route”
of persuading people of ides instead of abandoning them in order to get into government.
Secondly, to maintain the internal life and

democracy of the party. Do that to maintain
your principles and shape policy, and also to
hold leaders to account once they are in government.

Once those leaders are in government
and all the other forces, mostly bourgeois
forces, are pushing them to the right, weneed a big movement that we can rely on.

An alternative to Tory cuts
Brent Labour councillor Jumbo Chan
spoke to Solidarity about his reelection
Q.Why did you stand as a Labour councillor?
Labour may not run the country, but it
does have control of a large amount of local
authorities. I wanted to be a Labour councillor to offer an alternative to austerity and
cuts, to defend local government.
Q. What did you hope to achieve?
I wanted to be part of a group of left councillors that opposed cuts to our services,
build council houses, and stop academisation of our schools.
Q. What do you think left Labour councillors should do now individually or collectively?
Individually councillors should listen to
local party members and constituents about
what issues affect them. However, it is vital
for councillors to show leadership and also
ensure that they can win the argument in the
chamber.
Collectively left councillors need to work
within the borough, passing motions and
voting against cuts to our services. Left
councillors should work across the capital to
plan a political strategy and offer an a clear
alternative.
I would like to see councillors refusing to
implement cuts.
What do you think Labour should do and
say now about local cuts?
Firstly any movement to oppose cuts must
be strong and start outside the council

chamber.
A Labour council should oppose all cuts
and not implement them. Only through
needs-led funding and a budget that delivers quality services for all will Labour be a
credible power in local government.
Too often in this campaign I heard from
residents who told stories of neighbouring
Labour councils cutting services. We must
be clear we will not just administer austerity
for Westminster.
Q. What do you think could have been
done better in the local campaign?
The big thing missing from this local election campaign was a strong radical manifesto.
During the general election we had a
manifesto to campaign for, ideas to discuss
with people. During a local election you
have to offer a strong alternative to Tory
cuts. It is not enough to offer low council tax
and weekly bin collections.
We should have been bolder about
council housing building, investing in education and children’s services, refusing
to implement cuts.
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Introduction
Josef Dietzgen (1828-1888) was one of
Marx’s earliest followers and one of the
first people to read Capital shortly after
its publication in 1867.
Dietzgen was a master tanner, self-educated, with a curiosity about philosophy,
science and politics. He came to see knowledge and the capacity to learn as central to
workers’ self-emancipation. Thus the first
part of his review of Capital printed here is
concerned with how and why he, as someone with little formal education, managed
to read it despite its difficulty.
The review, which Marx encouraged Dietzgen to write, was published in parts
from 1 August 1863 in the Demokratisches
Wochenblatt (Democratic Weekly) edited by
Marx’s close ally Wilhelm Liebknecht. It
would soon become the organ of the Social
Democratic Workers’ Party, of which Dietzgen was a founder member in 1869.
Dietzgen had already written his first
philosophical work The Nature of Human
Brainwork
(for
a
synopsis,
see
bit.ly/2F2q5YK), and philosophy would be
central to his writings. He became an opponent of various bourgeois ideologues in
the battle of ideas, one of the first of Marx’s
supporters to take up ideological critique.
He used his understanding of dialectics
and materialism — he coined the term “dialectical materialism” — as the basis for arguing
against
both
materialist
reductionism and speculative idealist philosophy as reflected in the sciences (including the newly emerging discipline of
psychology) as well as philosophy.
In this spirit, he wrote several articles defending the labour theory of value and
Marx’s political economy, taking up arguments published by bourgeois economists.
This was in the context where Marx and
Engels had hoped that Capital would provoke some of the most prominent of them
to a debate. However, as Marx wrote in the
Postface to the Second Edition of Capital in
1873:
“The learned and unlearned spokesmen
of the German bourgeoisie tried at first to
kill Das Kapital by silence, as they had managed to do with my earlier writings. As
soon as they found that these tactics no
longer fitted in with the conditions of the
time, they wrote, under pretence of criticising my book, prescriptions ‘for the tranquillisation of the bourgeois mind’. But
they found in the workers’ press antagonists stronger than themselves, to whom
(down to this very day) they owe a reply.”
Today, after a century and a half of systematic expositions and critiques of Capita’,
Dietzgen’s review may seem a bit strange.
It expresses not just his personal enthusiasm for a work that answers questions that
he feels needs answering as “a worker who
wishes to work for the self-emancipation of
his class” but also lets some of his own
ideas come through, for example, in his observations on the nature of science.
In the third part, he presents, in the guise
of the developing productive forces, an account of historical materialism, abstract
labour and the labour theory of value. In
the final part, he uses Capital to return to
the “social question” and how capital necessarily leads to crises.
Dietzgen’s review is also a call to read
the book and use the knowledge it gives
us in our own battles.
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1868: a worker-sociali
By Josef Dietzgen

If I remember rightly, it was Goethe, who,
on his death bed, called for “Light, more
light”. Whether a lack of earthly light
moved him to this, or, as the pious would
perhaps have it, the prospect of heavenly
light in the hereafter, the light of knowledge, which the present work has in
abundance, has the same effect on me.
“Light, light! That is clear, that is illuminated”, I rejoiced, when I was able to penetrate with my intellect one chapter after
another. Mental labour is certainly necessary
for this. But a worker, who is used, not only
to acquiring his own pleasures by “the sweat
of his brow”, but also to making possible the
ten times greater pleasures of others, will not
shrink from the task.
For my part — if I might be permitted to
introduce myself as a tanner — when at the
start I could not understand the work of our
philosopher, I kept saying to myself: what
others can do, you can do too. Thinking is not
a privilege of the professors.
Just like any other job, it just needs the
usual practice. The great mass of workers is
finally beginning to understand: that there is
no salvation without practising thinking for
oneself.
In our class, we are generally now starting
to realise that if we still let others tell us what
they wish to let us know, they will know how
to make material booty out of that intellectual
advantage. The first necessity for a worker
who wishes to work for the self-emancipation of his class is not to allow himself to be
told, but instead to know himself.
The particular, the individual, the special
we can leave to experts. But a knowledge of
capital, our powerful common enemy in the
social struggle, is a general class interest that
each of us has to take on. Here it is time to
use the slogan which the spokesmen and advocates of capital drum into us: here belongs
“self help”.
The author gives us the mirror and light for
this — not so that we have faith, but rather
that we see and know.
We are presented with a massive work. Not
an industrial product, designed for passing
interest, for the market and its speculators. It
is also not a phoney work, which plays with
its object out of vanity and lets its appearance
dazzle us. It is a piece of work. A work which
one regards as the result of a life dedicated to
it in unwavering love.
And further, love alone would not have
made it possible to dig out these treasures of
science from the jumbled material of the previous literature and of contemporary life, to
express them and to put them into shape.
Alongside a passionate heart for the cause,
belongs an eminent brain, the irresistible
sharpness of a logical mind, the rare talent of
an inspired thinker, the untiring industry of
an educated and well-schooled researcher.
And the object of the study is worthy of the
talent that took it on. Of course, the smallest
thing is worthy of becoming the object of science. And yet we wish to subordinate one
thing to another according to whether it is
more or less necessary or more or less general.
And what is closer to humans in general,
particularly in our time, and again above all
the worker, than the present process of production of the material necessities of life?
Knowledge of this process and enquiry into
its laws have been chosen by the author as his
goal and, if I may say so, as his life’s work. It

is not concerned with the individual, with the
question of how you, I or he acquires food
but is about us, the nation, or better, the international organisation of labour.
But do not take this to mean that the book
is concerned with some project, with personal ideas of the order of things that can
come about. The work is the product of science in the highest sense of the word. Science
is only concerned with what is, with the actually given, not with projects – or if also with
projects, then only insofar as they are given
in reality and have a disruptive influence on
science.
The international organisation of labour
does not first have to come about, but already
exists. From the fact that we only live indirectly from the products of our own labour
but live directly from the international products of labour, that we consume Russian corn,
Dutch herrings and American cotton, we can
prove that we produce not with individual
labour but with common, social labour.
Now everyone knows that this labour does
not appear as common labour but as private
labour. Yet it is a normal task of science to
show that appearance deceives, that the sun
doesn’t go around the earth. It was the scientific task of political economy to discern the
social essence of our privately formed labour.
Karl Marx has presented us with the solution
of this task in this critique.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

In its historical development political
economy has fared very similarly to speculative philosophy.
It was neither clearly aware of its object nor
of the method with which it wished to deal
with it. It still lacked what Kant called the
distinguishing mark of science – “a unanimous and sure course”. Liebig says: “Inductive method, which the ancient world neither
knew nor practised, has since its appearance
transformed the world. The conclusions
which one comes to through this method are
nothing more than the mental expression of
experiences and facts.
“A glance in the journals of chemistry and
physics makes one astonished. Every day
brings new progress and all without conflict;
one knows what a fact, a conclusion, a law an
opinion and an explanation is. For all of
these, we have touchstones that anyone uses
before putting the fruits of his labour into circulation. Convincing people of a view by advocacy or with the intention of making
someone believe something unproven fails in
an instant because of the scientific moral
code.”
Now that is the first merit of our author;
that he clearly and openly exposes the sensuous object of his research, the object of political economy. Who among present day
economists can say whether the economy is
a single organism, a single organised whole
or just the sum total of private economic activities just as a pile of sand is made up of
many grains? Who knows where the national
economy, national wealth and national
labour start and private economy, private
wealth and private labour cease? That there
exists a difference between them – and indeed an essential one – has certainly not been
totally unrecognised by economic science but
it is still less understood by it. It certainly has
a dim view of the difference, but it has not become conscious for political economy. It has,
as Kant describes such behaviour, just been
“groping around”.
This fog recedes into concentrated clouds

in the face of the author’s mind. We learn that
private activity in production is only the form
that conceals the social, collective essence of
production. The more generally the product
of labour becomes a commodity in the course
of time, the more generally labour has ceased
to be private labour. A commodity is intended for the market, the storehouse of society.
Labour which is private, not merely in its
form but in its essence, produces no exchange
value. In modern production, which aims
completely and utterly to transform the products of labour into commodities, there appears the tendency to transform the labour of
individuals into a social labour process. This
tendency appears in the first place from the
nature of things quite without the knowledge
and the will of humans. It is an affair of people which hides mystically behind things, behind products.
Products are exchanged, bought and sold,
transformed into values, prices, money, articles of trade, capital etc. All these economic
relationships can only be grasped if we see
bourgeois society as a kind of productive cooperative which permits the well-endowed
to become producers, treats the impoverished labour force as commodities, as raw
materials, and distributes the product of their
labours among the independent producers,
not on a cooperative basis but according to
the mass of labour delivered to society.
As this society is purely a historical growth
and not consciously constituted, it is ruled
not by purpose but by blind necessity. What,
how many and how things should be produced is left to individual whim, which is
regulated unconsciously through the market.
The producer has the ‘freedom’ to do what
he wants, which means society does not prescribe but teaches after the event by means of
prizes or boxed ears.
If our subject had a head and could talk, it
would explain its nature roughly like this:
“I, the process of production in general,
along with good Mother Nature, the source
of all objects of human need, am as old and
lasting as the human race itself. Yet I, like
everything on earth, am subject to change. I
appear in many forms as the economy of a
single individual, as family economy, as the
labour of the local community, as slave
labour, as guild or ‘free’ bourgeois economy
etc. But I have never yet been political economy [the people’s economy] because the people have never yet run me but rather are still
being managed. If I look back on my historic
course, I see surely that I have to thank my
modern power and productivity to the development of solidaristic social labour out of isolated labours.
“First, I organised labour on under the
whip of the slave owner. Then, when the
owner of the products produced in this way
by these peoples could no longer consume
them all and this threatened to disrupt my
further development, I gathered together the
ruling powers of humanity and explained
that it was possible to expand consumption
if they took their different surplus products
to market and there looked on the total product as the product of a communal or collective labour which would be distributed
according to the mass of labour time used up
in them.
“So, for example, the wine that a Roman
slave produced in a certain time – a day, a
week, a year — should be the equivalent of
the currants, which a slave of the Greeks produced in the same time. In order to spur eco-
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nomic interest still further, I made the stipulation that it was not the real time that was
taken on one or other occasion but rather the
value is defined by the average time that the
product would necessarily cost society.
If one were to give all labour, even the most
complex, the common denominator of “simple average labour”, then a day’s work by
Abel would, for example, be worth twice a
day’s work by Cain, without thereby disproving the idea of calculating the value of
things by the average duration of time which
their production costs society. And if a community rashly produces too much or too little
of one or another commodity, then for the individual the labour time used is calculated to
be equal to that which society needs for the
production of the given quantity.
In brief, I discovered exchange value, that
is, the accounting of individual labour in
terms of social average labour.
“It was a decisive step forward but still I
could not be satisfied with it. I wanted and
still want to be bigger and richer. For this reason I created a second essential means for my
extension: money. In this way I solved the
contradictory task of letting independent private economy function as one organised social economy with a special material, which,
in a contradictory manner, has a general
value and serves as money.
“Once the economy had been politically organised to this point, I could leave its detailed maintenance to humans. Private
interests were skilfully linked to the interests
of society. Thus one learnt to protect my fundamental interest too. For my sake, slaves
were given first half and then finally all their
freedom. They were transformed first into
bondsmen and then finally also into ‘free’
labourers.
“The economy took different forms: ancient, feudal, small and large scale merchant,
guild and capitalist. It took up protectionism
and free trade — all of that just as my purpose, profitability, demanded. For me, men
have gone to war and on voyages of discovery; invented subjugation and freedom; studied and toiled; provided the means of life and
saved and gathered capital together; at one
moment, made more production more specialised and divided up, at the next more concentrated and large scale. Yet every change
was a step forward.
“I, the process of production, became continuously more powerful, larger, richer and
more profitable. I have so dominated that one
might say that the history of my development was identical with the historical development of humanity. And the closer I come

to the present, the more evident is the truth
of this statement.
“Yes, it has become so evident that humanity stops short and begins to ask: ‘Am I, humanity, here for the process of production or
isn’t it the other way round: the process of
production is here for me?’”
The author is the first to clearly formulate
the social question in this way. First, he recognised that production of the material necessities of life has long been the business of
society and the henceforth is destined to be
made so consciously.
Political economy is not for him a fixed
substance, a sum of “eternal truths” but a
fluid development. It is the basis of the history of culture. Up to now, culture has consisted of progress in the productive power of
human labour. The forces of production were
the motive force and humans and their historic transformations only moments of its development.

NATIONAL WEALTH

In recent times, this power has succeeded
in developing to the point where it produces national wealth. Everyone knows
that our national wealth is in the hands of
a few individuals. Economic development
demanded that it be concentrated in this
way.
Where every peasant has his own individual piece of land and every weaver weaves
on his own loom, then modern methods of
working – which might produce fifty times
as much in the same time – are impossible. In
order that humanity no longer toils, as the
nature of things demands, plots of land and
weaving looms – in short, the means of
labour – must be brought together.
The physical law according to which one
uses a longer lever to move a greater weight
has its counterpart in political economy
where we only increase the capacity to produce much more in a given time if we enlarge
the instruments, the means of labour. Capitalist production came about as a consequence of this law.
Capital is means of labour that have become so free, large and powerful in the
course of their development that, not the
worker, but the material [objectified] means
make up the dominant element in labour.
Capital, a thing, is alive, produces independently, as the author aptly says. Not
labour but capital receives the surplus value,
the gain, the profit, the interest, the wealth.
The present form of economy has cultivated
only the labour process without consideration of human beings. The fundamental ten-

dency of the capitalist economy consists of
producing as much as possible with the least
effort. Part of that consists now of the freedom of ‘free competition’ that takes care of
the rest. It forced and forces small scale instruments of labour out of production in
favour of larger ones. It decreases the number
of capitalists and increases the number of
workers.
At the same time, production would base
itself on buying the worker – or rather his
labour power – for the cheapest possible
price; on not paying the worker according to
the measure of what is produced but only the
minimal quantity for which they can be had,
for which they can be kept alive, so that, as
of necessity, an overfull warehouse arises
from customers who are unable to pay.
For decades industry has wavered between
crisis and prosperity. Barely has one branch
of industry now and again succeeded in
pulling itself up to a full expansion of its
forces than its pride is followed by a steep
fall. The labour process stagnates, society
lives in distress and hunger because it is not
in a position to consume.
Yet “mankind thus inevitably sets itself
only such tasks as it is able to solve, since
closer examination will always show that the
problem itself arises only when the material
conditions for its solution are already present
or at least in the course of formation.”
Labour must first be freed in order to become capable of working well, while the capacities of the economy must be organised if
it is to serve us.
For sure, our small-minded world, with its
inherited dogma of freedom, will only come
to agree with this against its will and slowly.
“The creation of a normal legal workingday is, therefore, the product of a protracted
civil war, more or less dissembled, between
the capitalist class and the working-class.”
Our author has painted a wonderful picture
of this war as presented in the archives.
“As the contest takes place in the arena of
modern industry, it first breaks out in the
home of that industry — England… Hence,
the philosopher of the Factory, Ure, considers
it a mark of ineffable disgrace to the English
working-class that they wrote ‘the slavery of
the Factory Acts’ on their banners, as opposed to capital, which was striving manfully
for ‘perfect freedom of labour.”
“The English factory workers were the
champions, not only of the English, but of the
modern working-class generally.”
“France limps slowly behind England…
[In the USA] the eight hours’ agitation, that
ran with the seven-leagued boots of the loco-
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motive from the Atlantic to the Pacific”. The
General Workers’ Congress in Baltimore
(16th August 1866) and the international
Workers’ Congress in Geneva (September
1866) agree with the English Factory Inspector, R. J. Saunders that “Further steps towards
a reformation of society can never be carried
out with any hope of success, unless the
hours of labour be limited, and the prescribed limit strictly enforced.”

WORKING DAY

“What is a working-day?”, the author
asks. Capital replies: “The working-day
contains the full 24 hours, with the deduction of the few hours of repose without
which labour-power absolutely refuses its
services again... time for education, for intellectual development, for the fulfilling of
social functions and for social intercourse, for the free-play of his bodily and
mental activity, even the rest time of Sunday (and that in a country of Sabbatarians!) — moonshine!
“But in its blind unrestrainable passion, its
were-wolf hunger for surplus-labour, capital
oversteps not only the moral, but even the
merely physical maximum bounds of the
working-day.
“It usurps the time for growth, development, and healthy maintenance of the body.
It steals the time required for the consumption of fresh air and sunlight. It haggles over
a meal-time, incorporating it where possible
with the process of production itself, so that
food is given to the labourer as to a mere
means of production, as coal is supplied to
the boiler, grease and oil to the machinery.”
“Capital further developed into a coercive
relation, which compels the working class to
do more work than the narrow round of its
own life-wants prescribes. As a producer of
the activity of others, as a pumper-out of surplus labour and exploiter of labour-power, it
surpasses in energy, disregard of bounds,
recklessness and efficiency, all earlier systems
of production based on directly compulsory
labour. “
And finally, how rich and striking are the
pieces of evidence, how unsurpassed is the
form by which the author illustrated his
propositions.
No unprejudiced reader, nobody for
whom the prejudices of self-interest do
not make understanding impossible, can
with this account escape the conviction
that the social question is not just a question for the working class but a life and
death question facing society as a whole.
• Translated by Bruce Robinson. Slightly
abridged for space. Full text at bit.ly/dietzgen
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A response to critics

Changing

By Ashok Kumar

By Sean Matgamna

In response to your reply to my Sky News
appearance I had immediately said that I
did not seek to send a response of my
own. In answer to this you wrote a short
text saying that I had failed to deal with
the substance of your issue. Now I feel I
should reply to answer your political
questions.
First of the questions posed is: is the AWL
racist? To which one might reply: what
would a left-wing racism even look like? In
the week in which we mark fifty years since
Enoch Powell’s ‘Rivers of Blood speech’ the
AWL’s response on this question is an important one.
It seemed to many observers that the other
question posed by my Sky News appearance
was: do the AWL support settler colonialism? As I commented at the time, this was
not simply a question of Trotskyism’s record
in the twentieth century, or even the AWL’s.
These two questions – racism and settler
colonialism – form the very heart of the matter in discussion. Readers of Solidarity have
the right to a response to these same questions, given the importance of the AWL’s positions in this regard.

Now Kumar deigns to argue rather than
hurling stale abuse (Solidarity 465:
bit.ly/ashok-k). Discussion is good.
The atmosphere on the ostensible left is
heavily charged with heresy-hunting, trolling
(which is only another name for gang mobbing and bulling), shouting-down, and
drowning-out. There is little or no real political debate or dialogue.
That is what the internal life of the pseudoLeninist sects has been for decades (the SWP,
for instance, or, worse, the SP). It has now become the culture of Momentum.
Here malice does service for information,
hostility is enough to establish guilt on whatever charge you can think of. Anything-goes
demagogy smothers face and reasoned,
truthful discussion.
The norms of good democratic justice are
noticeably absent — such things as “the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth”; a requirement for proof to establish
charges; the right to respond to the charges
and to challenge the evidence offered for
them.
Social media both are the vehicle, and provide the new model of discourse. There is it
possible to spread opinions without knowledge, and rampant prejudice with no basis
other than itself.
The Labour Party now operates a system
modelled on the Red Queen in Alice, whose
favourite expression was “off with her head”.
People are summarily expelled without precise charges, without a hearing, without the
right of self-defence.
In what you said about AWL on Sky News,
Mr Kumar, you revealed yourself to be very
much part of that culture. You pontificated
about AWL without (it is plain in what
you’ve written) knowing much about us. You
seem at some points to be using, or close to
using, the argument that since so much of the
ostensible left says something about us, there
must be truth to it. Where there’s smoke
there’s fire, eh?
The differences between the AWL and the
rest of the would-be radical left come under
three headings:
1. The kind of organisation we are, one
with open discussion and open, public political accounting.
2. That we look at the realities we encounter concretely, and try to analyse honestly. We avoid demagogy — try to avoid it,
anyway. We believe that the prevalence of
rampant and luxuriating demagogy, in the
service of party machines and party leaders,
rots and has rotted the thinking of the ostensible left.
3. Apart from who we are as an organisation and who we try to be, the formal political
differences of AWL with the ostensible left
are, surprisingly, not so many. But there are
some, and important ones.

THE IMAGES OF HISTORY

The question of the AWL’s position is one
for future historians.
Scholars examining the AWL’s record
might ask: “why do so many on the Left call
the AWL racist? And if settler colonialism is
a form of racism (settlers and settlized are
different races) surely these are connected
questions”.
The future historian will query: “Why
would a group so sure of its own anti-racist
record, as was the group of the AWL, in the
2010s or even earlier, be called racist by other
groups also so sure of their own anti-racist
records?”
Bona fides and shibboleths are not the
issue, here. Playing the ‘race’ (or racism)
card would be of no use to our future historian. If we want to do more than chronicle
the past, but understand the deeper raison
d’être of this debate, we have to look beyond
these questions alone.
In truth, the problem is probably a historically rooted one. For the Marxists of the
twentieth century, the differences of opinion
between Leon Trotsky and Joseph Stalin
were of doubtless great concern. Trotsky’s
opinions were of course widely circulated
among the anti-Stalinist Trotskyist groups.
The AWL can in many regards be considered a Trotskyist group (and certainly, there
is no question here of using the term ‘Trotskyite’, though this term was used by the
politicians and activists who enjoyed most
popularity during the interwar Communist
International).
Faced with mishaps and setbacks in the
twentieth century, the Trotskyist movement
(in which I include AWL) might claim that it
has been treated unfairly and often called
nicknames which do not appropriately discuss its politics.
Sean Matgamna brooks no such talk in his
piece, in which he forcefully argues that the
AWL are not settler colonialists. In his view,
the very notion is not an answer to the questions posed in my Sky News appearance.
Needless to say, those invested in the
Palestinian cause, and Muslim left-wingers
in general, who come into contact with the
AWL will be left in no doubt as to the Trot-

Ashok Kumar had previously said he would not reply to us because of our article protesting
about the Friends of Israel being forcibly barred from an anti-racist demonstration (above)
skyist attitude toward questions of antiracism and anti-imperialism.

FROM RACISM TO ANTI-RACISM

Of course, constructing an anti-racist
politic takes more than historical references.
If Sean’s own work is something of a masterclass in international politics, I was one of
those quick to challenge his views on Israel,
a land today mainly inhabited by Arabs,
Bedouins, Jews and non-Jews.
Since the Iraq War the Middle East has
been a veritable hotbed of politics as one
after another country saw the forces of
democracy and their trade unions form
coalitions on a new and sometimes radical
political basis faced with the rise of Islamism.
Readers of Solidarity will of course be in no
doubt as to my own country’s cultural backwardness. Here as in Rwanda, Lebanon and
Syria the international community has failed
to step up to the plate. But how can a nation
of so many distressed millions aspire to
Western-style democracy?
My compatriots had a bruising experience
of independence and a not always happy experience of the new communalist politics. Of
course, the UN mission’s work did not deserve the advance confidence of the AWL
and other forces in the working-class movement.
Could this be considered a purely racial
issue though? As the AWL have argued,
today on the Left it seems that anti-imperialism often takes the form of opposing military actions, colonial projects and even
invasions mounted by imperialist powers.
The AWL has however been pointing to
the dangers of the anti-imperialism today
dominant on the Left. Different externallyor self-identified racial groups are as ever a
factor in analyses of the specifically racial
dynamics of this conflict.
When Sean Matgamna argued that much
of the culturally backward Islamic world
looks with green-eyed envy at the Western
and sexually sinful countries there were
many on the Left who were willing to characterise this as racism. Others pointed out
that Islam is not a race.
Bosnia, Kosovo and Iraq saw many Muslims, and even non-Muslims including my
own compatriots, involved in a war in which
Solidarity acted decisively in breaking with

left-wing common sense on what it means to
be an anti-racist and anti-imperialist.

STUDENT LEFT

Today humanity finds itself at a crossroads. New anti-racist politic, or more
settler colonialism? The pages of Solidarity will be home to an expression of views
on all sides of this tangled debate, a paradigm of the tensions of our time.
Our future historian might ask: between
anti-racism and the settler-colonialist politic,
what relevance are the views of Trotskyism,
a tradition that has never secured more than
a few thousand members in any country.
Envy and racial politics will be keenly contested in the pages of Solidarity. But for it as
for other new voices on the Left and beyond
(the Independent, Clarion, Jacobite) it seems
hard to believe that the spectre of racial envy
will ever be entirely absent.
This is in particular a question for the student Left, which collectively decided not to
support the candidacy of Sahaya James,
faced with evidence of her attachment to
AWL front organisations at the Check Their
Minutes webzine.
At times the AWL’s views on racism have
stirred opposition among entrenched racial
lobbies and the latest article by Sean
Matgamna is certain also to raise debate over
the AWL’s attitude toward soi-disant culturally backward groups.

LABOUR

Last in this panorama of racial animus is
the Labour Party, today beset by keenfelt debates over whether anti-semites
should be welcome in its ranks or else
‘purged’ or ‘witch-hunted’ for their own
benefit as for our own.
The AWL’s attitudes are clear. Their
printed and online contributions have long
been debated and no one on the Left is in
any doubt as to the AWL’s positions on antiracism and anti-imperialism. Yet not currently welcome in Labour ranks, many will
not openly declare their allegiances.
Sky News is a platform on which I and
others will doubtless continue to appear.
We will draw our conclusions, the historians their own. What remains the case is
that the AWL will remain uniquely characterised by its attitudes toward Islam and
imperialism.

THE PALESTINIANS
AND LENIN

What are we arguing about? Backing the
Palestinians or not?
No, Solidarity backs the Palestinians. And
we back the Palestinian Authority’s call for a
Palestinian state side by side with Israel. We
think the Palestinian Arab and Israeli Jewish
nations are entitled to the same rights and to
equality.
So no, but also, in a peculiar way, yes. We
back the Palestinians because two states in
the only possible and just settlement. We
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Activists from Workers’ Liberty and the Worker-Communist Party of Iraqi-Kurdistan
demonstrating outside the Israeli Embassy recently. We will be out again on 14 May.
judge and criticise Israel, in relation to that
policy. It is strong enough, probably, to arrive
at that settlement, and does not even try.
The difference between wanting Arab or Islamic armies (or bombs, or rockets) to conquer Israel, and advocating a democratic
settlement, including the democratic right of
peoples to self-determination, is, however, in
practice no small one. Here we follow Lenin.
There are no bad people undeserving of
rights, or who forfeit their right to self-determination because of bad things they have
done, or are said to have done. Where there
is national or communal conflict, we advocate mutual recognition of rights, and working-class agreement across the divide to fight
oppressors on the one side and revenge-seeking chauvinists on the side of the oppressed.
Kumar and his co-thinkers do not “back”
the real Palestinian people. They “back” “the
Palestinians” as an “anti-imperialist”, Arabnationalist or Islamist cipher, symbol, embodiment, representation.
Because he does that and we don’t, for him
we have a “racist” indifference or hostility to
the Palestinians and see the Hebrew nation
as superior and its rights as more important.
A future historian will no doubt ask what
it is in AWL, what we do and say and have
done and said, that licenses certain people to
call us “racists”. She or he will be astonished
to find in the AWL’s record a long history of
opposition to all forms of chauvinism and
racism, and to all forms of nationalism except
that of oppressed peoples fighting for national rights.
There is plenty of evidence of our involvement in anti-racist activities, of our taking initiatives, of our publishing anti-racist
propaganda. Kumar refers to Enoch Powell
on the 50th anniversary of his notorious
“River of Blood” speech. The researcher will
find in the files a small pamphlet we put out
then. The pamphlet was aimed at Manchester
dockworkers — we had two comrades there
— and distributed in an atmosphere poisoned by the fact that London dockworkers
had struck and marched in support of Powell.
The researcher wouldn’t necessarily find
reason there to pronounce us especially virtuous, but will be even more mystified that
anyone can have the gall to call us racists.
The researcher would have to look for the
explanation not in what we do, say, and are,

but in those who brand us racists. She or he
would first establish that the reason for the
charge against us now is that we refuse to
support the idea that Israel and the Hebrew
nation should be destroyed, and refuse to join
in a “Jew-hunt” against “Zionists”, i.e. Jews
who support Israel, though sometimes very
critically.
That our refusal to join the Jew-hunt makes
us an oddity on the left, so the researcher
from a more enlightened age may think, says
more about the kitsch left than about AWL.
The researcher will find a left that has allied closely with Islamic clerical fascists, the
Muslim Brotherhood’s British wing, the Muslim Association of Britain. That left — some
of it — rejoiced in the victory in Gaza of
Hamas over the more secular Palestinian
politicians.
It marched through London against the invasion of Iraq and the Israeli bombing of
Gaza in 2009, and simultaneously, in chants
and placards, demanded an Arab or Islamic
war on Israel.
It favoured Britain pulling out of the European quasi-federation, the European Union.
The researcher will see a “left” radically
disoriented. She or he may conclude that the
left at the end of the second decade of the 21st
century is irrational about Middle Eastern
politics and especially about Israel. That it is
a lot more hostile to Israel and concerned for
the Palestinians. It is not abashed to find itself
in full cry after the people on whom the
worst racist crime in history was inflicted,
and not abashed either to do it in an international “anti-imperialist” bloc whose main
battalions in the Arab world circulate old
Nazi propaganda.
“Racism” nowadays is little more than an
expletive, a political swear-word, a species of
ideological terrorism. Israeli chauvinism, and
even ordinary or tacit Israeli nationalism, are
called “racism”.
But if “racism” is involved here, it is the
“pro-Palestinians” of Kumar’s sort who are
the “racists”. That is not a mere debating
point.

THE “RIGHT OF
RETURN”

Their position is that six million Palestinian “refugees” have all the relevant rights
in the conflict between the Hebrew nation

and the Arabs.
They have the right to “return”, collectively to repossess the territory. The right —
with help! — to dismantle Israel, to force the
Israeli Jewish nation to surrender self-determination, to incorporate those who survive
the Arab-Islamic conquest as a religious minority in an Arab or Arab-Islamic state.
In reality, of the six million “refugees” perhaps 200,000 very old people are real
refugees from the 1948 war. The rest are descendants, or descendants of descendants, of
refugees.
Something like the same number of elderly
Israeli Jews will survive today from those
who were involved, as adults or children, in
their 1948 war of defence against the invading armies of five Arab states, some of which
declare their intention to “drive the Jews into
the sea”.
For Kumar’s sort of anti-Zionists, the principle is that the sons and daughters, the
grandchildren and great-grandchildren, of
the Palestinians of 1948 have more rights in
Israel than the parallel generations of Jews.
The grandson, say, of a Palestinian refugee of
1948, has more — not the same, but more,
more imperious — rights over Israel (the territory, the industry, the society, the amenities)
than, say, the grandchildren of all the Israelis
who for generations have lived in and built
Israel.
Why? How? There is only one possible answer. They are descendants of certain people,
facing the descendants of other people. Their
“rights” in Israel come from their genes.
Does Kumar know another way of explaining this? How far across the generations does
such a set of rights go? Is there any reason
why genetic-political inheritance should
cease one, two, or three generations on? Why
stop at that point?
There are an awful lot of people in the
world whose grandparents or great-grandparents were forced out of where they lived.
Do they all have more rights in the land
where their ancestors lived than those who
live there now, and whose recent ancestors
have lived there?
In my earlier article (Solidarity 464,
bit.ly/ashok-k) I cited the 13 million Germans driven west at the end of World War 2,
and the perhaps one-in-four living Germans
who are their direct descendants. Why stop
at that point in inheritance?
In Ireland the people in north-east Ulster
displaced those previously living there, my
ancestors, a mere three or four hundred years
ago. Give north-east Ulster back to the Gaels
and the Catholics!
Constantinople/ Istanbul, the world’s
principal Greek city for many centuries until
the 1920s? Give it back to the Greeks? The
nearly one million Greeks driven out in 191423 by Turkey? Have they the “right of return”
to reclaim Izmir (formerly Smyrna), for example? If not, why not?
So genes, if not “race”, are the test, then?
And religion — the one true Islam? Yes. And
membership of the Arab people, who are special people? Yes.
The common-sense distinction on refugee
rights is between relatively recent and long
ago. But if a general principle applies over
two, three, four generations, why not go back
further?
The governing idea here is that being a
Palestinian Arab is inherently, genetically,
more legitimate than being an Israeli Jew —
that the land is inalienably, hereditarily, their
land. The delegitimation of the Israeli Jews
and their state, the idea that they are geneti-
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cally an illegitimate people, is central.
What is it about Jews, or the Jews of Israel,
that gives them no right where they and their
families have lived for generations, or less
rights than the Palestinian Arabs? (There
were, of course, Jews in Palestine before any
Zionist colonisation, and all through the
ages).
An Arab chauvinist or a political Islamist
would, if they felt free to be candid, have no
difficulty in answering that question. How
do you answer it?
If the case is not argued in terms of positive
qualities inherent in Arabs or Muslims, it has
to be argued in terms of bad qualities inherent in Jews. The argument from the Israeli
Jews’ genes, or from their religion, is what it
comes down to.

THE “DEMOCRATIC
SECULAR STATE”

Leftists naturally side with the defeated
and champion the rights of the weak and
the oppressed. Images of Palestinian
refugee camps properly create a bias of
sympathy and indignation on their behalf.
Yet it is one of the great rules of Marxist socialism and Marxist internationalism that
you do not necessarily accept the political
program of oppressed people even when you
are siding with them. I don’t know what
weight Vladimir Lenin’s opinions have with
you, but in his writings on the national and
communal question he calls for “a struggle
against the privileges and violence of the oppressing nation and no toleration of the striving for privileges on the part of the oppressed
nation”. He was right!
The impulse to back the Palestinians was
the central reason why AWL long ago
thought a “democratic secular state” in all
Palestine made most sense and offered the
best settlement.
Over time we faced the hard fact that any
such settlement would have to be enforced
on an Israel that would have to be conquered
first, and so the surviving Israeli Jews would
surely not get equal rights in the state. It
would not in fact be democratic and secular.
The political meaning of the “single democratic secular state” formula was to delegitimise Israel and to give a plausible
democratic shine to a program of war and
conquest by Arab (or Islamic) states.
Most people know that, though the German state was directly responsible, the Nazi
slaughter of the Jews was not just a German
affair. There was a worldwide aetiology of
the Holocaust. The half-baked ideas of the
neo-Darwinian eugenics movement were
strongest in the USA, and strong in Weimar
Germany, before the Nazis. No fewer than 33
US states (of 48, then) had laws in the first
half of the 20th century for the compulsory
sterilisation of people deemed unfit to breed.
The cranky geneticists fed into social prejudices and licensed a war on the poor, the
weak, and the disabled. US immigration laws
were reshaped between 1921 and 1924 to
keep out “inferior” races, such as Asians, Italians, and... Jews. US politicians said explicitly
what they were doing and why: the Jews
should be kept out.
That corralled Europe’s Jews for the Nazis.
The “civilised” world produced the conditions that made the Holocaust possible.
So also with the program of the “Palestinian refugees” repossessing Israel. There is an
aetiology.
Leave aside the question of whether or not
there is a Palestinian nation, distinct from a
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section of the Arab nation in Palestine, now
or before 1948. There are some who question
that. In my opinion, there is a distinct Palestinian Arab national or sub-national identity,
forged in the last hundred years.
What is it about Palestinian-Arab nationalism that raises it above all other considerations and gives it priority over other
nationalisms? What gives it such strength
and power that second, third, and fourth descendants of those Arabs who lived in what
is now Israel up to 1948 have greater rights
in Israel’s territory than those who live there
now, and whose parents, grandparents, or
great-grandparents have lived and worked
there?
Is it that the Germans or the Greeks do not
want to “return” and the Palestinians do?
Seven decades later, there are no displaced
Germans, no refugee camps in Germany?

DOUBLE STANDARDS
AND SRI LANKA

That brings us to the true aetiology of the
“Palestinian refugee question”. It is not
just the responsibility of the Israeli Jews
of 1948 and subsequent generations.
It is also — at least also — the responsibility of the Arab states in which, for generations, the 1948 refugees and their
descendants have lived.
600,000 Jews driven to Israel from Arab
states in 1948 and the years after have been
integrated, as have many other immigrants,
for example, Jews from the Displaced Persons’ Camps in Europe, who were able to go
to Israel when the state was set up.
That the Palestinian refugees and their descendants have not been so integrated in
their host Arab countries is the responsibility
of the rulers of those societies. One of the central reasons for that is the wish of those rulers
to use the refugees as potent propaganda
against Israel, and their unwillingness to
solve the problem in any other way than as
part of the destruction of Israel.
Massacres have been inflicted on the Palestinians by the Muslim Arabs of Jordan
(“Black September”, 1970), the Christian
Arabs of Lebanon (within areas controlled by
the Israeli army, in 1982), and diverse Arab
forces in Syria’s civil war.
The contrast with Germany is that a German “return” would have required victory in
a major war against Russia, whereas the conquest and destruction of Israel seemed feasible for the vastly more populated and
powerful Arab (and Islamic) states. That, not
a better moral case, is what has made the difference between expelled Germans and the
Palestinian Arabs.
Let me ask another question. In 2009 many
thousands, maybe tens of thousands, of
Tamils were butchered as the Sinhalese army
completed its reconquest of the Tamil majority areas of the island (bit.ly/slank-09).
The island of Ceylon/ Sri Lanka has had a
long connection with the UK, and with the
radical left, which once paid a lot of attention
to the big avowedly-Trotskyist party there,
the LSSP, before it went Sinhala-chauvinist
and otherwise betrayed its original politics.
Papers here reported the news and soon
forgot the subject, though horrors continued
to be inflicted on the conquered Tamils. The
Tamil demand for self-determination in the
areas where they are the majority is democratically unanswerable.
Yet there have been almost no demonstrations organised by the left, very few accounts
of life in the Tamil country. The Sinhala chauvinists have not even been scandalised. Noone has proposed boycotting Sri Lankan
goods, or Sri Lankan businesses in the UK.
Why not? How many dead Tamils does it
take to equal one dead Palestinian? How
many dead Tamils would it take to rouse active indignation among the “destroy Israel”
people here?
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The point is not that the left is racist towards Tamils — it is not — but that it is hysterical about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
that is, hysterically hostile to Israel.
In relation to a people faced with an oldstyle colonial war of conquest, Marxists
would not say: first tell us if you are fit to
avoid colonial conquest, then we may oppose
your invaders. AWL did not do that when
Russia invaded Afghanistan in 1979. We opposed the Russian invaders. But we did not
mimic the politics of those fighting the Russians, or pretend that they were not thoroughgoing all-round reactionaries.
The measure of the irrationality of the
kitsch left is that it has gone in for that mimicry and pretence with the forces of Islamic
clerical fascism. Thus, that “left” backs and
mimics the politics of Hamas, and rejects the
Palestinian Authority policy of two states.
That is a political choice. An astonishing
choice.
The short answer to your question — if
AWL are not racists, why is it that so many
people on the left denounce us as racists? —
is that you can’t answer that question until
you examine the nature of that “left”.
There is, Mr Kumar, an alternative to your
thinking here — that if so many call us
racists, then we must be racists. Think things
through for yourself. That is what AWL tries
to do, and we check ourselves against what
critics — to whom we give space in our press
— throw against us. The method of going
with the crowd, the consensus, the mob, is
pitiable and likely to clog your political brain.
Karl Marx said what need to be said here,
by quoting a medieval poet at the start of
Capital volume 1: “Go your way and let the
people talk”.
AWL has frequently been at odds with the
kitsch left. We were the only organisation
rooted in Orthodox Trotskyism that called for
the Russians to get out of Afghanistan. We
were very much in the minority. But were we
thereby wrong? The Mandelite Fourth International, which took the opposite view,
would not now argue that they were right
and we were wrong.

“COLONIAL SETTLER
STATES”

You use “colonial settler state” to denote
Israel. (What other “colonial settler states”
do you have in mind?) You use an archetype to set up a priori condemnation. But
the truth is always concrete.
Here, the history of Israel and of its interaction with the Palestinian Arabs is not one
of a great power coming in to displace the existing population and grab the land as an outpost, but, in large part, of desperate survivors
of the greatest racist massacre in history seeking refuge with the Jews already there.
You write that “settler colonialism is a form
of racism”. It is true that in all conflicts between communities, defining people in or
out of one’s “own” society, group, nationality,
will be a very important part of the “project”.
Socialists would certainly not advocate, promote, or defend that. We have to start, however, from the facts that result from history.
There is a continuum from partiality to
rabid chauvinism and then to racism. There
are no “left-wing” actual racists that I’ve ever
heard of, though there may well be some
strange cluster hiding out somewhere in the
archipelago of the ostensible left. All leftwing antisemites I know of sincerely hate
racism and antisemitism. They just don’t
recognise the antisemitism they practise.
They hate the old fascist-antisemitic zoology, and such things as the Christian antisemitism of the Tsarist Black Hundreds and
many others. They hate the raging antisemitism that engulfed the Stalinist organisations from 1949-53, even though inventions,
lies, and constructions from then make up
much of the received wisdom and pseudo-

history of the contemporary Trotskisant
kitsch-left.
It is part of the mental culture of the left to
hate those things. They think their absolute
anti-Zionism, and their advocacy of the conquest and destruction of Israel, is a form of
“anti-imperialism” or “anti-racism”.
Their antisemitism consists in believing
and repeating historical fairy stories about
the history of Zionism, in systematically delegitimising Israel, in viciously biased accounts
of how Zionists “negotiated” (guns to their
heads) with antisemites, all the way back to
an encounter of Theodore Herzl with the antisemitic Tsarist minister Von Plehve.
If you use the term “racism” loosely to
mean a higher or lower part of a continuum
on from chauvinism, rather than belief in
some theory of superior and inferior races,
then there is no shortage of socialist “racists”.
There is even a case of a well-known socialist
who subscribed to the zoology of the eugenicists, Jack London.
There have been socialists or communists
who believed, tacitly or militantly, that black
people were inferior to whites. Some socialists in South Africa in 1922 raised the slogan
“Workers of the World Unite — For a White
South Africa”.
The worst example of racism within the
left, in the sense of belief in innate traits and
bad “nature” in certain peoples, and extreme
hostility to them, is the Stalinist anti-German
propaganda during World War Two, and
what they did at the end of the war.
The second most terrible “racist” crime of
the 20th century was the vengeful drivingwest of 13 million Germans at the end of the
war, with the death of perhaps half a million
of them. Russia controlled the territory from
which they were driven, and it was done
with the prior agreement of President Truman and prime minister Churchill.
It was prepared by over a decade of propaganda that Germans were warlike in some
special degree — that they were inherently
vicious, “Nazi” or Nazi-like.
I don’t know that that expression was ever
used, but the Germans were an inherently
“bad people”. Today, though no-one has used
those terms, the Israelis are a “bad people”, a
bad, historically illegitimate nation. The attitude that its people can and should be conquered and deprived of national rights, even
where they have been the majority for generations, is the same attitude that led to the
driving-out of 13 million Germans.

INTERNATIONALISM IS NOT
CULTURAL RELATIVISM

You misunderstand our attitude to peoples whose cultures we believe to be behind those of the more developed and
more secular societies. Trotsky stated our
attitude in the manifesto of the Communist International in 1920:
“The Socialist who aids directly or indirectly in perpetuating the privileged position
of one nation at the expense of another, who
accommodates himself to colonial slavery,
who draws a line of distinction between races
and colours in the matter of human rights...
such a Socialist deserves to be branded with
infamy, if not with a bullet, but in no case
merits either a mandate or the confidence of
the proletariat”.
And again in a polemic of 1932:
“What characterizes Bolshevism on the national question is that in its attitude toward
oppressed nations, even the most backward,
it considers them not only the object but also
the subject of politics. Bolshevism does not
confine itself to recognizing their ‘right’ to
self-determination and to parliamentary
protests against the trampling upon of this
right. Bolshevism penetrates into the midst of
the oppressed nations; it raises them up
against their oppressors; it ties up their struggle with the struggle of the proletariat in cap-

italist countries; it instructs the oppressed
Chinese, Hindus, or Arabs in the art of insurrection and it assumes full responsibility for
this work in the face of civilized executioners.
Here only does Bolshevism begin, that is, revolutionary Marxism in action. Everything
that does not step over this boundary remains centrism”.
But at the same time the left must assert its
own political, cultural, anti-religious identity,
and not mimic the dominant culture of such
as political Islamists.
The hard fact, Mr Kumar, is that AWL has
been the most consistently anti-imperialist
and anti-racist organisation on the left. We
have rejected and do reject all species of superior-inferior differentiation as between
peoples and nations.
Recognition of the fact that the forces of the
Afghan resistance to Russian colonial conquest were indescribably backward, centuries behind the west in habits of mind and
culture, did not lead us to back the Russians.
Every other Orthodox Trotskyist organisation
in the world backed the Russians in their war,
and some of them, the Socialist Party for instance, continued to back Russia through the
decade of its colonial war.

BOSNIA, KOSOVA,
IRAQ

You group issues on which AWL differentiates from the “common sense” of the
left — Bosnia, Kosova, Iraq. The sad truth
is that “left-wing common sense” today
on many issues is neither left-wing nor
possessed of sense, common or rare.
How exactly did we differ?
Bosnia? We backed the right of the Muslims of Bosnia to defend themselves against
the Serb Christian ethnic cleansers. We condemns the arms embargo that hindered them
in defending themselves.
We were not alone on the left in that. The
main “left” we differentiated from there was
the SWP-UK, which took a lofty “plague on
both houses” sectarian stand, refusing to defend the victims, who, as it happened, were
Muslims,
Kosova? Kosova was a long-time colony of
Serbia inhabited by ethnic Albanians. Apart
from a decade or so when they were treated
half-decently, they had been oppressed and
ill-treated for most of a century.
In 1999 the very chauvinist and even
“racist” Serbian state started a drive to kill or
drive out the Kosova Albanians, 93% of
Kosova’s population. NATO bombed Serbian
cities until the Serbian state stopped trying to
ethnically-cleanse Kosova of Albanians.
Throughout that war most of the ostensible
left tried to create an “anti-war movement”
— against NATO. The corollary of that approach to NATO was to side with a Serbia engaged in ethnic cleansing.
The NATO bombing was a crude and
undiscriminating weapon. It was not our
weapon. We gave no advance credence or
confidence to NATO, far from it. But this was
an international police action to stop genocide. An imperialist action, if you insist: but
to campaign against NATO’s war was to say
in effect “let Serbia get on with killing and
driving out the people of Kosova”.
Mindless and paint-by-numbers “anti-imperialism” here lined up the left with the
primitive ethno-imperialism of the Serbs.
In Britain the SWP made lying propaganda
on behalf of Serbia. Others on the left, who
unlike the SWP recognised the realities and
opposed the ethnic cleansing, raised combined slogan: stop the bombing, and self-determination for Kosova.
The problem there was that if Serbia was
not stopped, there would be no Kosova to exercise self-determination. The combination of
slogans was irresponsible evasion.
AWL, at the very start, said “stop the
bombing”, from reflex anti-NATO sentiment.
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Then we faced the realities and, without endorsing NATO, we refused thereafter to say
anything which meant, implicitly: Let Serbia
do as it likes in Kosova.
Thoughtless “anti-imperialism” led the left
there to irresponsible evasion or even to explicit support (from the SWP-UK and its
“children groups” in other countries) for Serbian imperialism. The truth is always concrete. The realities and possible lines of
development in every situation have to be
honestly defined.
Incidentally, the cases of Bosnia and
Kosova — and of Afghanistan — show how
preposterous it is to think that we are hostile
to Muslim peoples, still less that we are instinctively or politically “racists” towards
them.
If you want to call it “racism”, the “racists”
here were those who backed or refused to
condemn the Russians in Afghanistan, insisted that the Muslim Bosniacs should not
be backed or defended, and who rather more
than implicitly backed the great “racist”
crime Serbia was committing in Kosova.
I repeat: we have a better, certainly a more
consistent, record on these questions of antiimperialism and anti-racism than most of our
critics and slanderers.
Iraq? We opposed the US invasion and denounced the war-makers. Our differences
with “the left” — the left whose judgements
in Bosnia and Kosova had proved how clearheaded and principled they were — began
afterwards. We condemned “the resistance”
of Ba’thists, Sunni supremacists, and some
Shia Islamists. We backed the more secularising people, the advocates of democracy
(bourgeois democracy), and the renascent
labour movement.
We refused to call for the invaders, who
had shattered civil administration in Iraq, to
compound the crime of invasion by an immediate and precipitate withdrawal, leaving the
chaos they had created to work itself out in
religious-sectarian civil war within which, as
in Syria, the new labour movement would be
wiped out.
Again, we rejected “paint-by-numbers”
politics. We refused to call for specific action
whose certain consequences we did not
want, and which the renascent Iraqi labour
movement did not want or call for.
There is a historical parallel. A Nazi resistance movement, calling themselves the Werewolves, existed for the first year or so after
the occupation of Germany in 1945. Those socialists who called for the withdrawal of the
occupying armies (or of the non-Stalinist
armies) did not feel obliged to back the Werewolves against either the occupying forces or
the anti-Nazi Germans who “collaborated”
with the British and the Americans in creating a bourgeois-democratic Germany.

THE CHARGE OF
“RACISM”
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You cite me as saying that “much of the
culturally backward Islamic world looks
with green-eyed envy at the Western and
sexually sinful countries”.
I actually wrote: “Political Islam... expresses the disappointments and frustrations
of the mass of the people in the Islamic countries... Like desert tribes of primitive Muslim
simplicity and purity enviously eyeing a rich
and decadent walled city and sharpening
their knives, or country folk in former Yugoslavia eyeing a city like Dubrovnik, so,
now, much of the Islamic world looks with
envy, covetousness, religious self-righteousness and active hostility on the rich, decadent, infidel-ridden, sexually sinful advanced
capitalist societies” (bit.ly/wl-3-1).
This brings us to a very important aspect
of the contemporary would-be left. When I
wrote those lines, I would have had in mind
episodes from the history of Islam and the
Reformation and the Catholic Counter-Refor-

In Iraq after 2003 we backed the renascent labour movement (above: demanding a new labour law), not the mostly Sunni-sectarian “resistance”
mation. Subconsciously I may have remembered Engels’ similar description, adapted in
turn from the 14th century Muslim writer Ibn
Khaldun (bit.ly/engels-ik). In terms of images I may have had in mind the actor Herbert Lom in the film El Cid as a primitive
Islamic-purist leader.
I applied the image to Christian country
people besieging Dubrovnik in 1991.
“Racism” would be to focus on alleged traits
of specific peoples, nations, races. An argument which compares 20th century Christian
Serbs with medieval (and some later) Arabs
is not specific enough to be racist!
The idea that anything in what I wrote, or
even in your paraphrase, is or might be
“racist” could only occur to people whose
brains have been rooted by demagogy —
such people as the minuscule group of feeble
political provocateurs who — seven years
after it was published — started an agitation
about the article in question.

A DECADENT
POLITICAL CULTURE

A characteristic of the pseudo-left in its
political dotage is a drive to stereotype
language, to lay down in advance the
terms and language of description, definition, and discussion.
In that culture, discussion of permissible
and “impermissible” language has a built-in
tendency to displace and block off substantive discussion of politics.
Anyone can play. Anyone who knows not
much, or anything, of the substance, can scrutinise the language, and doesn’t have to find
out about the substance. People who like to
sound off can sound off. The self-righteous
nincompoop can be a self-righteous nincompoop.
This is a characteristic of a would-be left
that is too scared of the world around it, and
of itself, to think. It is a major trait — both
consequence and ongoing cause — in the
decadence of the ostensible left.
Obviously there are words and terms that
are offensive and should not be used, ever —
the “n-word”, for a prime example. But a political world in which ideas are ruled out or
in depending on how decorous the language
is used to express them? That is one in which
discussion of language can and frequently
does displace discussion of things and ideas.
That is a decadent political culture.
Take the term “backward”. That can be
right or wrong in a given place, but it compares stages of development, and does not
necessarily imply any idea that the “back-

wardness” is rooted in innate characteristics.
People who use the term may want to imply
that, but not all who use it think that.
Take the writer. I came to this country from
the west of Ireland in the mid-1950s, at the
age of 12. I believed that a priest muttering in
Latin could and did change little lozenges of
bread into “the body and blood” of Jesus
Christ. The bread was not a mere symbol, but
had become the real, literal “body and
blood”, though by every test of sense and
everyday reason it remained just a bit of
bread. As an altar boy, a “server” of the priest
working his miracle, I believed I had, four,
six, seven, or occasionally ten times a week
for three years, helped priests work that
transformation.
Was I “backward”? Surely I was.
My father grew up believing that a priest,
if you made him angry, “could put a pig’s
head on you” — turn your living human
head into the living head of a pig. By the time

I knew him he mocked such ideas as
“phisorogues”, senseless superstitions, but
he had believed them.
Was he backward then? In relation to science, reason, culture?
I wouldn’t have liked to be called “backward” then. Far worse, though, that someone
who called me backward would have been
someone who told me that my beliefs were
fine, just as good as the beliefs of science.
Yes, indeed, we are Leninists. We are Trotskyists, and “Bolshevik-Leninists”, as the
early Trotskyists called themselves. We are
proud of that.
We also know that such names tell you little nowadays. They are, to a high degree, historical categories. We try to continue the
Marxism of the Trotskyists and the Leninists
into our own time, and we honour them
greatly.
Finally, I recommend you to read the
AWL book The Left in Disarray.

In defence of the Bolsheviks: new
book coming soon
Max Shachtman’s response to Ernest
Erber in 1949, which forms the bulk of a
forthcoming book to be published by
Workers’ Liberty, deserves to be considered one of the classic polemics of the
Marxist movement, alongside The
Poverty of Philosophy, Anti-Dühring, and
others.
It summarises and vindicates the Bolsheviks’ work to build a revolutionary party
and lead a revolution, and makes the case
for continuing a similar effort in times both
of high and of low political temperature.
Over the last three years something like
half a million people have joined the Labour
Party, and done so mostly because they
want to be politically active as left-wingers.
Around 35,000 have joined Momentum for
the same reason.
Yet the legacy of previous defeats for socialism still weighs heavy. There is a strong
current of opinion within the broad left
which condemns explicitly-socialist activist
organisation as unnecessary or even “sectarian”, and suggests that a broadly left-wing
Labour Party will suffice.
The lesson of history is that if socialists go
only for “mainstream policies” and “consensus”, then the gains a left government can

make even with the strongest support and
in the most favourable conditions will be
limited and likely to be reversed as soon as
the social and economic tensions rise.
To make the new surge of interest in socialist activity effective and fruitful, the lessons of past struggles, openings for change,
triumphs, missed opportunities, and defeats
must be brought into it. The socialists who
know something about those lessons must
get together, educate themselves, and organise to get the widest dialogue.
Ernest Erber was a leader, alongside
Shachtman, of the heterodox Trotskyist
Workers’ Party between 1940 and 1949. In
1949 he quit. Though he continued to declare himself a left-wing socialist until his
death in 2010, he gave up on all concerted
efforts to build a Marxist organisation.
In reply Shachtman makes the case for
Bolshevik-type organisation to be continued
both in bad times and in good.
The book will be rounded out with
other relevant documents on the Bolshevik Revolution and texts by Leon Trotsky
and Rosa Luxemburg.
• See www.workersliberty.org/books for
more information about our books.

Where we stand

Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its
labour power to another, the capitalist class, which owns
the means of production.
The capitalists’ control over the economy and their relentless
drive to increase their wealth causes poverty, unemployment,
the blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the destruction
of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capitalists,
the working class must unite to struggle against capitalist
power in the workplace and in wider society.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than the present system, with
elected representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.

In workplaces, trade unions, and Labour organisations;
among students; in local campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we stand for:
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
• A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression.
Full equality for women, and social provision to free women
from domestic labour. For reproductive justice: free abortion on
demand; the right to choose when and whether to have
children. Full equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity against
racism.
• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against global capital — workers
everywhere have more in common with each other than with
their capitalist or Stalinist rulers.
• Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global social
organisation.
• Equal rights for all nations, against
imperialists and predators big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action, and
openness in debate.
If you agree with us, please take some
copies of Solidarity to sell — and join us!

Events
Saturday 12 May

A new deal for working people
— TUC national demonstration
11am, Victoria Embankment,
London WC2R 2PP
bit.ly/tuc-12

Monday 14 May

Protest at Israeli shootings in
Gaza: Two nations, two states
6.30pm, Kensington Court, London W8 5EA
bit.ly/2jHJIMA

Saturday 20 May

With banners held high
9am, Wood Street, Wakefield
WF1 2ED
bit.ly/2jl7GwL

Friday 25 May

Repeal the 8th Solidarity Rally
12 noon, 17 Grosvenor Place, London SW1X 7HR
bit.ly/2jHLBZM

Friday 25 May

Fake news and the politics of
telling the truth
7.30pm, IOE, 20 Bedford Way,
London WC1H 0AL

Monday 28 May

The future of work & the new
unionists?
7pm, Harrie Massey Lecture Theatre, 25 Gordon Street, London
WC1H 0AY
bit.ly/2K28q5j

Have an event you want listing? Email: solidarity@workersliberty.org

More online at www.workersliberty.org
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Will Haringey be Momentum’s
first council?
LABOUR
By Elizabeth Butterworth
On 4 May, there were two announcements significant to
Haringey Labour.
One was that we won 42 seats in
the council elections, with the Lib
Dems winning 15. The other that
the former Leader of Haringey
Council, Claire Kober, had found a
job in a major property development company, Pinnacle.
Pinnacle was one of the three
companies that had bid for the now
permanently shelved Haringey Development Vehicle, a project which
would have put an estimated £2
billion of public assets into a jointly
owned public-private venture.
Kober becoming an executive at
a property development company
is the kind of news which should
bring shame to the Labour Party. It
exposes the side that she and her
supporters are on politically.
Stuart
McNamara
was
Haringey’s Cabinet Member for the
Environment until November 2017.
He published a stinging, succinct
resignation letter1. The letter exposes the contempt with which the
former council leadership treated
Party members, residents, and even
fellow councillors who disagreed
with them. It also exposes the hundreds of thousands of pounds
squandered on vanity projects and
“experiments” while services were
slashed.
Discontent with our former
council runs deeper even than the
Haringey Development Vehicle.
Numerous other projects were
deeply unpopular with residents.
To name but a few: the proposed
closure of Highgate library, the selloff of Hornsey Town Hall and the
proposed closure of Osborne Grove
nursing home2.
Councillors were not providing
full enough reports to scrutinise
their decisions, or to challenge
them. Some councillors had
stopped attending the branch meetings of the branches that enabled
them to stand under the Party
name.
The Stop HDV campaign initially
raised funds to mount a legal challenge against the HDV as well as
demonstrations and petitions. It
lost the judicial review, but when
council selections rolled around,
Labour members were presented
with another way to stop the HDV.
Prior to this, Labour lefties had
won control of the local Party in
Hornsey and Wood Green, including winning a majority on its General Committee, Local Campaign
Forum seats and key posts within
branches3. By the time the selections process was underway, we
had built networks within branches
that we could then mobilise.
This left wasn’t organised
through Haringey Momentum but

a broader caucus of left-wing activists, including some Momentum
members. National Momentum
did, however, send emails and texts
encouraging Labour Party members to attend the meetings.
The selection process went according to the Labour Party’s rulebook. In the first tranche, we had
mixed results from our shortlisting
meetings and we had to learn some
hard lessons.
In the next tranches, members
leafleted meetings with crib sheets
explaining the process and Stop
HDV leafleted every meeting explaining its view on which council
candidacies should be opened for
other people to run. When this
began to work, we then saw a
string of tantrums from the Labour
right, who, realising they wouldn’t
win a more open selection, stood
down after the shortlisting meetings, claiming they were being
“bullied” by the hard left. They refused to defend their views to
members. Meanwhile the left canvassed members to win support for
our preferred applicants and won
most of the selection meetings.
All was not won, however.
Labour Group, made up by sitting
councillors, still had policy to back
the HDV, and according to the
Party’s own norms, voting against
the whip could result in suspension.
We were worried the HDV might
be pushed through as a last stand
of the existing administration. We
needed national support at this
stage and wrote to the Labour
Party’s NEC (where the left had recently won a majority) to ask for
their help. We got that help and the
Party advised Labour Group to
pause the HDV.
The Local Campaign Forum and
volunteers from both constituencies put on a special two-day conference to help design the
manifesto that members could
have direct input into – the first of
its kind, and something that Workers’ Liberty supporters agitated for.
Motions from branches and socialist societies were composited and
voted on by members from both
General Committees.
Not every motion made it into
the manifesto that the working
group created, but to its credit, the
working group did take a general
steer from the conference. If we
hold good to our manifesto, we will
provide every primary school child

in Haringey with free school meals,
100% council tax relief to our poorest residents and more social housing4.
Into the local elections: we won
42 out of 57 seats. We are disappointed to have lost 7 seats to the
Lib Dems (they previously only
held 8), but this should be placed in
context.
The Evening Standard printed
thousands of words of copy of halftruths about our candidates and
campaign. Some residents were understandably concerned about antisemitism in the Party. Some didn’t
want to vote for a divided Party.
Local issues such as Hornsey Town
Hall came up on the doorstep. And
the Lib Dems capitalised on voters
who might normally vote for another Party rallying to them as our
only real challenge. We failed to
win over everyone in Haringey and
articulate our vision.
But there is much to be upbeat
about. We have started a national
conversation about what real
democracy in the Labour Party
could look like.
Ordinary members will have a
say in who should be council
leader. The LCF has organised a
husting where an indicative vote
will be held from both CLPs’ General Committees. We have stopped
the short-sighted mass sell-off of
public assets. We have selected
then helped to get elected councillors who are more accountable to
residents and members.
If the Corbyn movement is to
achieve anything, it should be
doing so through mass democracy.
This will not be Momentum’s
first council, nor a hard-left council.
Our candidates were selected on
the broadest possible basis of being
anti-privatisation. We have yet to
see an intention from our new
councillors to coordinate an urgent
national fightback to local government cuts. We must hold them to
account at every turn.
But compared to a year ago,
where we are now feels like a different world.
(1) Read the full letter:
bit.ly/2y0HUDK
(2) Seema Chandwani’s interview in
Red Pepper: bit.ly/2KFnxTo
(3) Report in the Clarion:
bit.ly/2z22Xti
(4) Haringey Labour 2018 manifesto:
bit.ly/2JYi8Wm
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Robbing the poor to pay the Vote Independent
Left in PCS
even-poorer
By a PCS member

By Gemma Short
Workers at TGI Fridays restaurants in Milton Keynes and
Covent Garden, London, will
strike on Friday 18 May, and then
every Friday over the summer,
over tips and minimum wage
abuses which lose workers £250
a month.
The strike will be the first time
TGI Fridays workers have ever
struck in the UK, after the Unite
members voted by 100% in favour
of strikes.
TGI Fridays introduced a new
tipping policy, at two days’ notice,
which redirects tips received by
waiting staff to kitchen staff. With
low wages for kitchen staff causing
a high turnover, TGI Fridays
thought the ″solution″ to a problem
of their own making would be taking from the poor to give to the
even-poorer.
Strike ballots are currently underway in four more restaurants.
Ballots at Trafford Centre, Manchester, and Haymarket, London
Piccadilly, close on Friday 11 May.

Ballots at two restaurants in
Gateshead, and in Enfield, London,
close on Friday 18 May.
A Unite press release said: “Our
members are also deeply offended
by the company’s attempts to make
out that they don’t want to share
when the reality is that TGI’s don’t
want to give kitchen staff a properly funded pay rise. TGI’s staffing
problems are being caused by its
poor pay policy, not poorly paid
workers.″
The strikes at TGI Fridays are
part of Unite′s Fair Hospitality

campaign which is campaigning
for a real Living Wage, rest
breaks, equal pay for young
workers, anti-sexual harassment
policies, minimum-hour contracts, and paid transport for
workers working past midnight.
• More information on the Fair
Hospitality
campaign:
https://www.fairhospitality.org/
• Follow Unite′s Restaurant and
Bar Workers′ workers branch on
Twitter at: twitter.com/RwUnite

UCU rank-and-file meets
By Dan Davison
On 29 April 2018, approximately
50 Higher Education activists
from across the UK met as part
of a newly formed Rank and File
network within the University
and College Union (UCU).
UCU Rank and File emerged
from the USS pension strikes,
which saw a surge in activity
within the union at the grassroots
level. While 64% of UCU members
voted to accept an offer from Universities UK (UUK), many UCU
members – myself included – saw
the handling of this ballot as a capitulation by the union and particularly by general secretary Sally
Hunt.
The Rank and File meeting therefore had a central objective of ensuring we do not lose the
energisation of UCU’s activist base,
especially as 24,000 new members
have joined the union since the USS

strike ballot. The question of how
to intervene in UCU’s structures
and democratise the union was
central, with general opinion being
that UCU’s weaknesses cannot be
solved with a change in leadership
alone. Although the network arose
from the USS dispute, the common
understanding remained that our
battle is against larger ills within
the education sector, including
marketisation and precarity.

SHARE

The need to share skills and resources, especially between
stronger and weaker UCU
branches, and to link with
broader workers’ and students’
struggles, was also discussed.
Encouragingly, it was suggested
that the new network should push
UCU to work in closer solidarity
with students in the fight for free
education. Much inspiration was
taken from examples across the

world, including the recent West
Virginia wildcat strikes and the establishment of Academic Workers
for a Democratic Union in California. Although involvement in the
Independent Workers Union of
Great Britain (IWGB) was suggested to keep the dynamism of the
strike alive, no serious case was
made for UCU activists to ″dual
card″ as IWGB members or to
found another union altogether.
No steering committee was set
up, but working groups on democracy, anti-racism (including migrant workers’ rights), the Higher
Education pensions dispute, and
precarious labour were established.
Overall, the Rank and File
meeting was promising, but the
onus falls upon the newly connected members to turn its initiatives into concrete gains.
• Originally published on anticuts.org. More: bit.ly/ucu-rf

Bromley library workers win victory
By Gemma Short
Library workers in Bromley have
won a victory following their allout indefinite strikes which
began on 28 March.
Workers had been on strike after
Greenwich Leisure Ltd (GLL), who

have run libraries since they were
privatised in 2017, refused to meet
the pay offer other local government workers will be getting.
A members meeting on 18 April
agreed to accept proposals which
included: a pay increase from this
April, protection for pay and conditions beyond TUPE protections,

filling of 17 vacant posts, implementation of the London Living
Wage, and paid trade union facility
time.
This is a significant victory for
workers against a company
which took over the library service promising to make ″efficiency savings″.

National and Group executive
committee elections are underway in the PCS union.
PCS is touted (primarily by its
leadership) as a left union. The
leadership faction, Left Unity, controlled by the Socialist Party, looking to secure a 15th year in charge
of the union. The only challenge is
from the left, from the Independent Left – a coalition of rank-andfile independents, Labour lefties,
syndicalists and supporters of
Workers’ Liberty.
Over the past decade, membership numbers, density and engagement in the union have fallen
and employers have been able to
engage in a race to the bottom on
pay, jobs and terms and conditions
with little or no effective response
from the union leadership.
A decade ago over 16% of members voted in union elections.
Down to 8% last year. Only five
years ago, over 75% of workers in
the largest government department, DWP were in the union,
now it’s less than 60%. Membership in the fourth largest department, the Ministry of Justice has
tanked, losing 30% of all members
in a single year. Over the entire
civil service, union density is close
to dropping below 50%.
The government is to blame for
the attacks on the union and its
membership, but the woeful response to these attacks is down to
the union leadership.
The response for the leadership
is to publish an updated organising strategy and label the union as
an “organising union”. This top-

down, business-as-usual approach
will fail.
We need a real rank-and-file orientation. We need to be confident
in our ability to win through action, not shy away from it in case
we might lose a ballot. We need to
be serious about the national ballot on pay. Be honest with ourselves and our membership about
the task and prioritise organisation accordingly.

BRANCHES

The only branches who took extended strike action against the
closure of hundreds of DWP offices are led by Independent
Left candidates, with members
in Sheffield and Plymouth taking over 40 days of combined
action.
When IL reps on the DWP
Group Executive Committee argued that a group-wide ballot to
oppose closures and support these
branched was required, the Left
Unity majority voted down the
proposal.
Elsewhere in the union IL candidates have led the first ever strike
action by ISS cleaners in HMRC,
and as regional organisers recruited record numbers back to
the union after the DWP ended
check-off.
Workers Liberty encourages
PCS members to support Independent Left Candidates in
these elections. National Executive elections close on 10 May.
Group executive elections close
on 15 May.
• Full article online:
bit.ly/2wopsIT

FE workers strike
By Charlotte Zalens
Workers at Further Education
(FE) colleges in Hull, Sandwell,
and across London will strike in
May.
As previously reported in Solidarity, workers at Hull Colleges Group
will strike on Wednesday 9, Thursday 17, and Friday 18 May. The
Hull Colleges Group plans to cut
231 full-time equivalent posts
across the three campuses.
The London colleges strike is
part of a ″second wave″ of action
over pay and jobs in FE organised
by the UCU, which had previously
included colleges in Sunderland as
well. Workers at Tower Hamlets
College, Hackney Community College, Epping Forest, Lambeth College,
Lewisham
Southwark
College, City and Islington College,
College of Haringey Enfield and
North East London, Westminster

Kingsway College and Havering
College in London, and Sandwell
College in the West Midlands will
strike on a variety of dates between
Friday 11 May and Tuesday 12
June.
UCU members at Bradford
College have also voted for
strikes over plans to cut jobs and
change contracts. Strike dates
are yet to be announced.
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War clouds gather in Middle East
By Colin Foster

Threats of war are piling up on
all sides in the Middle East.
On 8 May US president Donald
Trump is announcing his decision
on whether the US will withdraw
from the 2015 deal lifting many
economic sanctions on Iran and restricting Iran’s nuclear program.
He is expected to withdraw.
Trump’s new National Security
Adviser, since 9 April, is John
Bolton, a long-time advocate of the
US bombing Iran.
On 14 May Trump will make the
symbolic and provocative move of
declaring the US Embassy to Israel
officially sited in Jerusalem rather
than Tel Aviv.
14 May is the 70th anniversary
of the declaration of the state of Israel, and 14 May is a symbolic date
for the Palestinians, too, linked to
the flight or driving-out of some
700,000 Palestinians from the territory which is now Israel in the
course of the Jewish-Arab guerrilla
war which preceded 14 May 1948
and Israel’s war against invading
Arab armies (some commanded
by British officers) after 14 May.
Hamas, the Islamist clerical-fascist group which runs the Gaza enclave, theoretically-independent
but blockaded both by Israel and
by Egypt, has put its weight behind demonstrations on Gaza’s
border with Israel on Fridays since
30 March.
From the body of those demonstrations groups sally forth to
throw stones and improvised fire
bombs, and to make symbolic attempts to breach the boundary
fences. So far Israeli snipers have
killed 45 people and wounded
thousands on those Friday demon-

strations (no casualties on the Israeli side).
Thanks, probably, to protests inside Israel, the killings have become fewer (zero on Friday 4 May,
compared to 20 on 30 March), but
conflict is likely to increase around
14 May. Hamas has promised
spectacular gestures.
Iran pledges retaliation if Trump
withdraws from the 2015 deal. It
has consolidated its military position in Syria, with its ally, president Bashar al-Assad, nearing
victory (thanks to Iranian and
Russian assistance) in the civil war
which has raged there since 2012.
On 7 May, Israel’s Energy Minister declared that Israel would
“eliminate” Assad “if he continues
to let Iran operate military from
Syria”. The minister later said this
was his “personal opinion”, but it
is entirely likely that Israel’s embattled right-wing prime minister
Benjamin Netanyahu positively
wants at least a small war to bolster his political position.

SYRIA

On 9 April an Israeli airstrike on
an airbase in Syria killed seven
Iranian military advisers and
members of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards. The Israeli government believes Iran will
retaliate.
Iran has more than one option to
do that. It can fire missiles from its
bases in Syria. Or it can mobilise
the Lebanese Islamist movement
Hezbollah, Iran’s ally for a long
time and within the Syrian war, to
attack Israel from Lebanon.
Missile attacks on Israel from
Gaza organised by Hamas, also an
ally of Iran, are also a possibility,
but seem less likely. Hezbollah’s
position in Lebanon is strong. With
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its allies, it won an absolute majority in parliamentary elections there
held on 6 May.
Parliamentary elections in Iraq
on 12 May are likely to consolidate
Iranian influence there, too. Prime
minister Haider al-Abadi, likely to
retain his post, is a Shia Islamist
and an ally of Iran. The “Fatah
Coalition”, organised around a
splinter from Iraq’s most closely
Iranian-linked Shia Islamist group,
ISCI, formerly SCIRI, is reported
likely to make gains.
The Iraqi Communist Party has
never been “communist” in a
Marxist sense — it was founded
only in 1934, when the official
“communism” had already been
mutated into Stalinism — but it
has been a more-or-less secular
force, linked to trade unions. In
this election it is running in coalition with another Shia-Islamist
force, the Sadr movement.
Where and how war will erupt,
and whether it will be a smaller,
more-or-less “symbolic” war
(which all sides, as of now, would
seem to prefer), or escalate beyond

initial intentions, we do not know.
The basic stance for socialists,
democrats, and internationalists
must be that of the Third Camp —
of workers’ unity across the borders and the national and sectarian
divides, of support for equal rights
for all nations, of a democratic settlement which should include
rights to national self-determination for the Palestinian Arabs, the
Israeli Jews, and the Kurds alike.
A swathe of the left will be inclined to side with the IranHezbollah-Hamas-Shia-Islamist
axis, seeing it as instilled with antiimperialist virtue just by the fact
that it is on the other side from the
USA.
If there were any contender in
the conflict which could claim reasonable self-defence it would be Israel: the Iranian regime and its
allies are officially committed to
wiping Israel off the map. In practice Israeli military action is likely
to be inextricably linked with the
maintenance, or worsening, of Israel’s conquering-power rule over
Palestinian Arab territories, and its
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denial to the Palestinian Arabs of
their right to national self-determination.
In any case, there is no socialist
case for backing Shia against Sunni
in the Islamist-vs-Islamist conflict
which cuts across the Middle East.
The fact that Sunni forces, for now,
tend more often to side tacitly with
the US or Israel, does not make
Shia sectarianism less reactionary.
Assad’s anti-US stance does not
merit support. Anyone who thinks
that supporting Assad and his
Iranian allies against Israel is a sort
of way of supporting Palestinian
rights should read about the fate of
Yarmouk.
Yarmouk, on the edge of Damascus, was one of the largest Palestinian refugee camps in the world,
with a population of hundreds of
thousands. Although the Palestinians were denied Syrian citizenship, many of them had jobs, even
good jobs, and the camp had
water, electricity, schools, hospitals, shops, internet cafés.
It has been pulverised in the
course of the civil war, by the antiAssad Islamists and by Assad’s
army. Most of the Palestinians
have fled as best they can. A Palestinian advocacy group estimates
that three to four thousand Palestinians have been killed in the Syrian conflict and 85,000 have fled
the country. According to the Economist magazine, “many Palestinians believe the regime wants to
develop Yarmouk for use by Syrians”.
For peace and workers’ unity!
For an independent Palestinian
state in contiguous territory
alongside Israel! For secularism,
democracy, and equal rights for
all nations!
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